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In Luce Tua
Comment on the Significant News by the Editors
1517-1967
Along with most of our Protestant brethren, particularly those of the Lutheran tradition, we shall be on a
great Reformation bash this month and next. We would
like to invite our Roman Catholic brethren to celebrate
with us, for we believe that they are heirs equally with
-of us of that train of events which was set in motion on the
night of October 31, 1517 .
It was as a Catholic and in obedience to the responsibilities imposed upon him as a doctor of the Church that
Martin Luther posted the ninety-five theses in which he
protested certain perversions of Catholic doctrine. The
fire which he kindled could not have spread as rapidly
as it did had there not been thousands of fellow-Catholics
all over western Europe who shared his concern for reestablishing the authority of the Scriptures over against
the mass of legalism and superstition which had accumulated in the preceding centuries. There were many , indeed , who later found it necessary to part company with
.- him for one reason or another - the great and noble
Erasmus was one of them - but his Theses were welcomed by most of the best Catholic theologians of his
day as an authentic expression of the high Catholic tradition . To put it another way, Luther first attracted the
attention of Western Christendom not as an innovator
or even a reformer but as a conservative scholar whose
integrity as a churchman and scholar would not allow
him to keep silent in the face of a gross perversion of his
Catholic faith .
It is a misreading of Luther's intent and of the whole
magnificent accomplishment of his life-time to celebrate
.. October 31, 1517, as the birthday of the Lutheran
Church or of Protestantism generally. What he began on
that Eve of All Saints belongs to the whole Church and
has , as a matter of fact, been accepted with gratitude by
many who never renounced their obedience to the Bishop
of Rome.
1 In one of his s~rmons on St. John XVI-XX delivered
in 1528, Luther himself said:
"For to everyone who believes through the word of the
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Apostles , the promise is given for Christ's sake and by
the power of this prayer [i .e., that they all may be one],
that he shall be one body and one loaf with all Christians; that what happens to him as a member for good or
ill shall happen to the whole body for good or ill , and not
only one or two saints but all the prophets, martyrs ,
apostles, all Christians, both on earth and with God in
Heaven ... shall suffer and conquer with him. How
could a man wish for anything more blessed than to come
into this fellowship or brotherhood and be made a member of this body, which is called Christendom?"
The Reformation , therefore, belongs to Christendom .
And it is with all of Christendom that we hope to celebrate it on this its 450th anniversary.

1937-1 96 7
While we are on the subject of anniversaries we should
probably note in passing that The Cresset is thirty years
old this month. We can think of no better way to celebrate it than by reprinting a few lines from an article
entitled "The Cresset . . . Its Purpose and Function,"
which our editor, Dr. Kretzmann , wrote for Volume 1 ,
Number 1:
"Our fundamental need is a returning consciousness
of the total presence of the Christian in the Kingdom of
God and in the world . No part of life can be shut away
from God . The departmentalizing of life has too long
left the world and the Christian mind at the mercy of
the worst forces of death and disorder . Only the presence of the total Christian; opposing the dark forces of
evil with the highest affirmations and negations of a
Christian philosophy of the whole of life, can hope to
stop the world from falling into the abyss by which it is
so fascinated. For a Christian, his presence in the world
does not imply the division of life into compartments ,
some of which belong to time and others to eternity. The
totality of life is God's . The last and highest freedom of
the human soul is the surrender of all areas of life to the
will of the Eternal.
"To this end The Cresset plans to make a humble con-
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tribution. It hopes to be a small lamp set on the walls
of the Church to find things of value in the surrounding
darkness, to throw light upon hidden dangers , and to
put into constant and immediate use the words of the
royal Apostle: 'Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever
things are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there be any virtue ,
and if there be any praise, think on these things. ' This
is our charter. In all matters of faith and doctrine truth, not as.men see it, but as God has revealed it- the
editors assume joint and full responsibility. In matters
in which truth is relative and fragmentary the editors
will grant each other and all contributors the widest
freedom of thought and expression. Since they represent
no individual school of literary or economic thought ,
this latitude of opinion will be jealously guarded ."
Our purpose has not changed . We do not think that
the need for a magazine with such a purpose is any less
today than it was thirty years ago . Political, economic,
social, and theological fads come and go, today's dernier
cri becomes tomorrow's cliche, but in and through the
ebb and flow of life the living God continues to speak
His word of judgment and acceptance. We have tried
for thirty years to hear what He has been saying to our
gep.eration and to repeat it faithfully after Him. We
shall keep on trying, and trust Him to bless the attempt.

Who Are the Poor?
Everybody knows that the poor in this country are a
feckless lot. While the rest of us earn our daily bread in
the sweat of our brow, they lounge around taverns drinking up the welfare checks that come out of our taxes . It's
enough to make a man's blood boil.
The only people who don't know these simple home
truths are the bleeding hearts who actually work with
poor people - like the bureaucrats in the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare. They want to confuse us with facts. They try to confute common knowledge with statistics - statistics like these from a recent
study:
Of the 7.3 million persons on welfare 2.1 million, mostly women , are sixty-five years old or
over with a median age of seventy-two;
.7 million are either blind or "so severely handicapped that their work potential, if any , is extremely limited";
3.5 million are children of parents who cannot support
thtm ;
1.0 million are the parents of these children. Of these
parents, 150,000 are fathers , two-thirds of whom are
incapacitated. This leaves 850,000 mothers , many of
whom have little or no education and virtually no training or skills with which to enter the job market. This
group of mothers, plus their 3.5 million children, accounts
for the bulk of the ADC caseload.
These, then , are the poor, the very poor, the poor who
are actually on relief. They consist for the most part of
4

the aged , the blind, the physically disabled, and children . They are those for whom many of us pray every
Sunday when we intercede for "all those who are in any
way afflicted or distressed in mind, body, or estate."
They are those whom we ask God to "comfort and relieve according to their several necessities." They are
those whom we dismiss the rest of the week as shiftless
and irresponsible free-loaders.
A few - a very few - of them probably are shiftless
and irresponsible. But very few people choose to grow
old or to go blind or to be born into impoverished families. And even those who may seem to have chosen the
part of the free-loader may not really have made a free
choice; after all , even the strongest of us is limited by
heredity and early environment.
What can we do for them? Well , there is always euthanasia fot the aged , the blind, the handicapped, and the
children. There could be - it has been suggested by
some people - sterilization for the unwed mothers. Or
there can be comfort and relief according to their several
necessities. But, of course, that costs money.

"The Race Problem"
We have just about run out of things to say about "the
race problem." After one has said that the Negro is a r
human being, an American citizen, and, in most cases,
a Christian, what kind of a "problem" is there to talk
about?
We have had our bellyful of talk about "the race problem ." The Negro in the United States does not threaten
the majority because he is black. To the extent that he f<
is any real threat at all, it is because he has been kept
poor, illiterate, unskilled, caged , and scorned by a society which brought him to this country in chains and
bred him like an animal. It is the guilty conscience of
the white man that makes him fearful of the Negro and
imputes to him motives and intentions that might reasonably be suspected in any group that has been so badly
treated . We don't need any more survey commissions to
tell us what "the problem" is. We need only look into
our own hearts and judge for ourselves how we would
have responded to the kind of treatment we have visited
upon the Negro.
Neither do we need, at the moment, any more of what
one of our colleagues calls "Jesus talk." In the area of
race relations , more than in any other area, the Gospel
rings hollowly without the preparation of the Law. Once
wehavedonejustice and loved mercy and walked humbly
with our God we may be in a position to talk about love
and grace. We may even be in a position to learn some- '"
thing about love and grace. For "if a fellow man or woman has no clothes to wear and nothing to eat, and one
of you say, 'Good luck to you , I hope you'll keep warm
and find enough to eat,' and yet give them nothing to
meet their physical needs , what on earth is the good of
that? Yet tha~is exactly what a bare faith without a cor- tresponding life is like- useless and dead" (St. James,
paraphrased by j.B . Phillips).
The Cresset

Finally, we do not need any more misleading cliches
like Professor Galbraith's "Affluent Society". Ours is
not an affluent society; it is an unjust society. The wealth
produced by our land and our industries is distributed
neither on the basis of merit nor of need. Children go
hungry in our slums while pop singers become millionaires. We have a screwed-up set of values which produces a destructive boredom at the top of the economic
ladder and crushing despair at the bottom of the ladder.
And in the middle there is a scramble for the next rung
which benefits nobody except the manufacturers of tranquilizers.
So it is not, in the final analysis, a race problem that
we are up against. It is a confrontation with all that we
have said '- and claim to believe - about man and society. It is a time to be clinically honest with ourselves
and with each other. We have toyed with the patience of
God beyond the farthest limits of safety. The riots in
our large cities are only a foretaste of the vengeance yet
to come if we continue to afflict those whom we have
dispossessed.

Hippies, Drugs, and the City of God
.,

The sickness unto death which afflicts our society is
nowhere more evident than in that sizable minority of
our young people who have decided to opt out of the real
world C).lld create a dream world for themselves .
These are they who, whatever their reasons for doing
so, have rejected the bitch-goddess, Success, and have
gone in search of some new and kindlier god. We may
believe, as indeed we do believe, that they have chosen
the wrong road and that their latter condition is worse
than their first. But one can only admire, however grudgingly, their courage in striking off on a different road
than the one along which their elders plodded to its
dreary end in Nowheresville.
It is the tragedy of the hippie movement that it, too,
is headed for Nowheresville. Nature will not, in the long
run , tolerate its own perversion . Like it or not , there is
a real world and one way or another we all have to come
to terms with it or go mad .
The irony of it is that the hippies seem to have clearer
intimations of the nature of this real world than most of
us have. They sense that it has something to do with
freedom, with brotherhood, with love, with peace, with
beauty, with enlargement of the mind , with sharpening
of sensitivities, with honesty in interpersonal relations,
with music. They reject the rat-race, the tightly-struc., tured life, the anonymity of existence as one more blank
face in a mass society. They are looking for personhood.
And so they turn to drugs, and in so doing they opt
right back into the society from which they thought they
had opted out. For the belief that better things for better
living can be created through chemistry is precisely the
first article in the creed of the " straight society" which
1
they have rejected. If they were completely honest with
themselves the hippies would have to admit that they
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are at one with the straightest straight in their simpleminded faith that technology can create the beatific vi,swn.
What they are really looking for is, of course, the City
of God . They don't know it because a) they have been
sold on the idea that religion is passe and b) what they
have seen of organized religion offers no slightest hint
that it has anything to do with freedom, brotherhood,
love, peace, beauty, enlargement of mind, sharpening of
sensitivities, honesty in interpersonal relations, music,
or personhood. On the first point, they are wrong. On
the second point they are , unfortunately, largely right.
It may be impossible for those of us who profess and call
ourselves Christians to offer any convincing counterarguments to the merely visceral contention that God is
dead and religion is passe. But we can re-examine our
own understanding of the nature of the real world and
honestly face the question of whether it is in any clear
way reflected in the life and thought of the Christian
community. Or, of course, we can write the hippies off
as just another bunch of the kinds of undesirables that
we don't want cluttering up our churches.

Is There a Right to Kill?
Several weeks ago , a young college student went to a
hospital in Chicago and killed his mother, who was suffering great pain in the terminal stages of ieukemia. As
our laws require , he was arrested and indicted for murder. When his case comes up for trial, the defense will
almost certainly urge that what he did was an act of
mercy - his own father sees it as that - and the jury
will very likely treat him as gently as the laws allow.
Probably most of us feel instinctively that he deserves
some kind of special treatment. We can not feel that
laws which were intended to prevent or punish premeditated , malicious killing should be applied to a case such
as this . And yet . . .
There are, it seems to us, two oversimplified answers
to the question of whether the taking of another human
life can ever be justified as an act of mercy. The first of
these is the mere rote recital of the Fifth Commandment:
"Thou shalt not kill ." Those who feel most secure when
they can operate within a structure of rules and regulations that provides ready-made answers to difficult questions have their answer in this commandment and need
not trouble their hearts or consciences with gnawing
doubts about its sufficiency. To such people, the paid
syndicate killer and the agonized young man who answers his mother's pleas to put her out of her misery
stand in the same condemnation. They have broken the
rule and should pay the same penalty for breaking it.
The trouble with people who give this answer is that they
are not consistent. Some humane- perhaps even Christian - intuition tells them that the two cases are not
really parallel. If they happen to be called to sit on a
jury they will not , as a matter of fact, vote to send the
young man to the gallows or the electric chair.
5

The other oversimplified answer is that, since love is
the fulfillment of the Law, whatever a man does in love
may be condoned or even applauded. The trouble with
this answer is that there is just enough of an element of
truth in it to commend it to noble and generous hearts ,
but that it does not make sufficient allowance for our human incapacity to distinguish sharply between love as
the New Testament understands it and the many counterfeits of love which make it so easy for most of us to justify
exempting our own actions from the imperatives of the
moral law .
Put in theological language, the two extremes to which
we are always tempted are the extremes of legalism on
the one hand and antinomianism on the other. Confronted by a difficult decision, the legalist reaches for the rule
book while the antinomian consults his viscera. Neither
of these easy ways out is Christian. It may be doubted
whether either is, in any meaningful sense, even humane.
We would suggest - subject to correction by those
who are more expert at Christian ethics than we are that a fully Christian view of "mercy-killing" allows one
to appeal to the demands of the New Commandment
only insofar as he is willing to take upon himself the full
penalty of violating the written code. In practical terms,
this means that if one feels bound by love to end the sufferings of a dying mother, he should do so fully resolved
to accept the guilt and punishment of a murderer and
should not consider himself entitled to invoke the protection of some "higher law ." One should not take it
upon himself to end another life without laying his own
head on the block . If this seems too harsh a view , we can
only say that it demands no more of man than it cost
his Creator. And on the purely social level , it provides a
necessary safeguard against mercy-killing motivated by
mere sentimentality or convenience .

The Anarchists
The Lutheran tradition has preserved, more clearly
than most Protestant traditions, the Pauline conception
of the Church as a body made up of many members having different , but equally essential, functions . This understanding is perhaps most clearly expressed in the Lutheran doctrine of vocation . When this doctrine is clearly
understood, Lutherans are little tempted to confuse feet
with hands , eyes with noses. But from time to time the
doctrine gets blurred and a spirit of anarchy disturbs the
life, thought, and work of the church .
Without wanting to sound like an alarmist, we must
say that it is our impression that this spirit of anarchy
has been enlarging its influence in at least two of the
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three major Lutheran bodies in this country- The Lutheran Church-Missouri Syn0d and the American Lutheran Church . In both of these bodies self-styled grassroots movements have arrogated to themselves and to
their leaders functions and responsibi~ities to which they
have no apparent call, either directly or through the
agency of duly-constituted church authority.
As a-result, we have parish pastors and even laymen
deserting their assigned posts of duty to take on the role
of judges and preceptors of the church's professional
theologians - roles to which they have no call and for
which they can present no acceptable credentials . We see
denominational leaders trying to carry forward the work
ofthe church while self-appointed spokesmen for various
disaffected elements in their membership encourage
either sit-down strikes or adventures into attractive byroads . We see self-appointed censors undertaking to supervise those who have been called to a ministry of writing. We see men untrained in the life sciences attempting
to dictate the conclusions to which fellow-Christians who
have been highly trained in these fields must arrive. We
see men who have long since forgotten the little Hebrew
and Greek that they ever knew attempting to define the
meanings of words which are still in dispute among those
whohavespenta lifetime studying the biblical languages. tWe see men who do not know the difference between a
myth and a fairy-tale attempting to define the literary
genre of the Scriptural writings .
This kind of diddling around in areas outside one's
areas of competence and responsibility is a violation of
the Scriptural and confessional understanding of the M
nature of the church as a body within which each member serves best when he serves faithfully in his own calling. Unless it is checked , it will produce further anarchy
in the church .
This is not to say that there is no place in the church
for criticism and dissent. This magazine has a long history of criticizing the church and dissenting from some of
its positions on particular matters. Neither do we wish to
see the church act legalistically to stifle even the most
irresponsible criticism. Rather, we would appeal to those
who are invading other men's vocations to consider seriously what they are doing and to face up to the appalling
possibility that they may be turning anarchy loose in the
church. It is a fearful thing to take on the role of accuser
of one's brethren . One should not undertake it at all
unless he is persuaded that the only way for him to keep
silent is by consenting to his brother's doom . It is not
likely that a merciful God would call any great number of
us weak, fallible children to such a hard and nerve'f
shattering role .

The Cresset

AD LIB.
Rally in Charleston
-----------------------------------ByALFREDR.LOOMAN-------------------

Dr. Martin Luther King arrived in Charleston, South
Carolina, on the Sunday following the Detroit riots .
The Ku Klux Klan had met the night before . Charleston was set for a riot of its own - the police were out
in force , the military in the area were on a semi-alert,
and there was a general feeling of pending trouble.
What happened , or rather what did not happen , says
something about the status of the Negro in one part of
the South today .
·
The Citizens Committee rally , which Dr. King was to
address, was held in County Hall at three on a warm
Sunday afternoon . The Hall, which seats around four
thousand , was more than three-fourths filled , and ~mong
the more than three thousand Negroes present were about
thirty whites .
It was the best dressed and best behaved audience I
have been a part of in years . The men wore coats and
ties and the ladies were in their Sunday best complete
with flowery hats. While it was hot in the Hall, which
was not air-conditioned , none of the men removed their
coats . Obviously, this was not a crowd ready for rioting.
As I approached the Hall that day , it was apparent
the place was well guarded. Police were visible at every
exit, and a number of well dressed men casually standing
around in various parts of the Hall might as well have
worn badges marked "Plainclothesman." The sheriff,
who was far from the stereotype of Southern sheriffs,
was in civilian attire , but his anonymity was lost since,
from time to time , police came up to him and addressed
him by his title.
The program ran smoothly. The preliminary speakers
were brief and to the point, and the introductions of the
twenty persons on the stage were over in a matter of
minutes . Rather than pass the hat for the collection to
defray expenses, the members of the audience marched
to the front where the contributions were placed on
tables directly in front of the stage in clear view of Dr.
King and the others on the platform . While this procedure was time consuming it was undoubtedly effective.
Next an elderly lady was brought to the microphone.
It turned out she had composed a poem in praise of Dr.
King which more or less fit the melody of "The Battle
Hymn of the Republic." She sang the numerous stanzas
and the audience joined in the chorus . I gather this lady
was high respected, a good contributor, or both .
Dr. King spoke for an hour in his usual measured
tones . He had little new to say and his goals - better
October 1967

jobs and better education - he had described many
times before. He converted the Black Power slogan to
"Build, Baby, Build ." Applause was frequent but there
were no "Amens" or "Hallelujahs" from the audience.
From Dr. King's manner of speaking and from the audience response, one might think this was the annual meeting of some group of stockholders in a corporation .
There was, of course, no riot, nor were there any sparks.
At their meeting outside of town the night before, the
KKK had been able to gather only about fifty of the faithful. There was no rioting because a very strong and apparently well educated nucleus of the Negro community
was offering the type of leadership that can prevent
rioting.
I am not suggesting, by any means, that everything
is roses for the Negro in the South, or in Charleston.
I saw the slums ; I know there is inequality. But I am suggesting that the average Northerner, which I consider
myself, is not getting a complete picture of the South
from what he reads . If Charleston is any example, the
Negro has come up in life rapidly in the last decade.
From what I have read , I have been led to believe that
all Southern Negroes with any talent or ability had left
the South long ago. This is obviously not the case, if
that audience was any example. I have been in Negro
audiences in the North , but none of them proved to be
as solid a group of people as this appeared and proved
to be. None of the stereotypes were in evidence that
day . The men were no docile Uncle Toms, bowing and
saying "Yas suh ." The sheriff was no rotund , glintyeyed gun-carrier. He was a rather slight. Irishman .
There were no taunting whites, inside or out. The KKK
was completely ineffectual.
After this past summer of rioting, anyone with a concern for gaining civil rights for the Negro has' reason to
despair . And I have been led to believe ~hat everywhere
in the South conditions were worse for the Negro than
anywhere in the North.
Obviously this is not true . There is hope in the South
and a lot of it. A great number of responsible Negroes
and responsible whites exist below the Mason-Dixon
line and we have not given them credit for the effective
job they have done . If many more groups like the one in
Charleston exist, it can only be a matter of tlme before
their power, which is not the militant Black Power, prevails .
7

Soederblom on Theology and the History of Religions
By C. j . CURTIS
Pastor, Immanuel Lutheran Church
Chicago

Archbishop Nathan Soederblom , famous historian of
religions and ecumenical churchman-theologian , proposed that "the universal history of religion must now
take the place which the older dogmatics assigned to
natural theology. '' 1 He was concerned with the methodological problem of the history of religions in relation
to Christian theology. In his rejection of the traditional
Christian notion of natural theology Soederblom agreed
with Karl Barth and the neo-orthodox movement in
twentieth-century theology. But unlike Barth and neoorthodoxy, Soederblom argued strongly for the significant theological contribution of the history of religions,
which must take the place of natural theology and show
us ( 1) what religion and the sacred is, and (2) within
religion , what Christianity is in its uniqueness and distinctiveness from other religions and conceptions of sacrality.
Christian theology in the past had been acquainted
only with the relatively decadent and religiously powerless or short-lived cults and religions of the GraecoRoman period of antiquity. The great advances of religious research during the past one hundred and fifty
years have given us access to living religions of great
power and depth , as well as to a vast amount of knowledge and data concerning the religions of the world.
The Christian theologian is now in a position to get a
much more historically accurate and concrete picture of
the human response to the sacred and divine than natural
theology has ever or could ever have provided .
The task of the theologian is to organize the data
furnished to him by the history of religions and to induce
them to yield their precious deposit of man's knowledge
of God and the sacred apart from and prior to biblical
revelation. The principle of theological organization
for data received from the history of religions is, for
Soederblom , the concept of revelation. He considered
it to be one of the most important tasks of theology to
clarify, and to fully represent, the revelation of God.
Theology under liberalism and the impact of the history
of religions, and here particularly the Religionsgeschichtliche Schute , had become conscious of the special task of
theology . To call it back to its task seemed necessary to
him because a critical study of the relationship of the
revelation in the Gospel to the doctrinal traditions of
the church shows that material alien to the Gospel was
incorporated in the doctrinal traditions. In a sense this
has greatly enriched the Christian religion.
But the satisfaction over the fact that Christianity incorporated
into itself religious configurations from the culture of the period
leaves more to be said. The more we explore God 's revelation, the
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clearer we see that which seemed unique to the prophets and Jesus,
the more scrupulous we become. It was to a certain degree an alien
material which was employed. It has not stopped at merely being
clothing for the Savior. It has influenced the very nature and content of the Christian faith. We breathe already another atmosphere
in the doctrines of the early church than we do in the gospels, prophets and apostles.2

The church must have a clear understanding of the
essence of Christian revelation in order to fulfill its mission in the world. For Soederblom
the church is the home and castle of revelation. Her degree of being church is her hearing and communicating purely and mightily
the message of God's work , of God's living voice in the holy history
of revelation. Biblical revelation is complete. There is no need to
improve anything on it. But the church must also see how God
works all the time. "My Father worketh until now," says theRedeemer. God has not taken a long day of rest since the Bible was
finished . The church is the community in which one experiences
and perceives God's continued revelation. All Christians know
that God always reveals himself in the awakening and re-birth of
individual souls. Butalsoinhistorywemustfeel God's work. Here
I emphasize only our special claim , which is that we attribute a
mission to Martin Luther for the whole of Christianity. We must
understand , that the evangelical Lutheran insight into the gospel
and into the being and work of the Redeemer is meant for the church
in her totality. 3

It is the task of theology to state as clearly as possible
a sound and truly catholic doctrine of revelation . SoederbJorn therefore insists that
we must give full justice to this expression: "pure doctrine." Christianity is not a sentiment merely or the uncritical expression of
warm , zealous love. It is a distinct, law-governed process in the
human soul which stands in relation to the history of revelation,
to God, and to the world . The object is to examine and express
accurately , keenly, and clearly this experience and the object of
faith, and to distinguish what is the redeeming and essential element therein.4
'

The Christian concept of revelation refers "to a continued divine self-communication .·;s Soederblom maintains that "as far as this continued revelation is taking
place in Christianity, it is the continued action of the
Christ, the Logos . ".6 The power of the holy and loving
will of God in the Logos is, of course, in the history of
Christian revelation also a matter of historical fact and
knowledge. "This historical knowledge gives to the presently living Christian church clarity regarding her point
of origin and development and the road that has been
traveled. ':7 Here again the task of theology is to help the
church gain this kind of clarity . In order to be successful in this endeavor, Soederblom believes that theology
must recognize that "all religion is to be viewed as in
some way connected , so that the theology receives a universal task and must encompass the enti~e life of the
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piety of mankind.:i 8 Furthermore, theology must acknowledge, if it is to be fruitful in its task, "that there
is something of truth and divine origin in every religion ,
no matter how miserable, primitive or degenerate it may
be. ·~9 With this view of the task of theology with respect
to the clarification of the nature of revelation , SoederbJorn demands that "the general history of religion must
now take the place which the older dogmatics give to
natural theology. J-1o
Whether it studies the faith of the Christian church or
the history of religions, "for theology belief in revelation is essential. " 11 T herefore theology must " find its
identification and its cohesive and determinative unity
in the belief in revelation, " 1_2 . This belief includes speci al
as well as general revelation in the history of religions.
In Soederblom 's concept of revelation Christian faith is
not threatened by either the science of comparative religion or speculative theology, because "the Ch ristian
faith is sure that the study of comparative religion will
only more completely validate the truth of its claims,
and that speculative theology by its nature must result
in the brilliant illumination of thought by the truth of
Christian revelation. "1 3
Soederblom's emphasis on the importance of the study
of the history of religions for the task of theology shows
that he felt that all study of religion is study of the object of religion; hence, the history of religions tells us of,
indeed, proves, the existence of the living God.1,4 Clearly,
the significance of Soederblom 's position is to make serious study
of the non-Christian religions a demand of the Christian revelation
itself. The message spoken in the Word of God makes it clear that
the divine revelation is not limited, and acquaintance with the nonCh ristianreligionsonthescientific level bears out the fact that they
contain elements of truth and value ,1 5

•

At the same time, Soederblom insists, the study of the
history of religions illumines the history of Christian
thought. He illustrates this in the case of the place and
significance of Martin Luther's work when he argues
that "the great context of the history of religion has led
to a truer comprehension vf Luther's work, because it
shows that his work was not simply a reproduction of
Paulinism and Augustinianism , but a new religious creation out of the basic material of the gospel at an important moment in history ." 16
An important task of theology is the clarification of
the symbols which are basic to a!! revelation . SoederbJorn argues that in the history of religions there are
basically only two pairs of symbols for knowledge of
divine revelation, thus showing that "the supply of symbols is limited .:;tf All symbols are derived from nature
or humanity. Nature symbols take origin from either
matter or energy. Humanity symbols take origin from
either matter or energy . Humanity symbols relate either
to the divine in human form , or to human conditions a nd
qualities. The nature symbols in the area of matter are
derived
from the dead nature, according to the kind of knowledge adapted
to dead matter. the mechanical-logical world of expression. The
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drop on the ocean, the atom in the universe, the finite in infinity,
multiplicity in unity. an illusory or egotistically separated part in
an all-comprehensive being, a movement which amounts to nothing but only returns to itself, "everything in motion, " but by no
means existing without a perpetual motion. 18

The nature symbols in the area of energy use expressions drawn from the world of power and energy in order
to express knowledge of revelation of spiritual reality .
And here
already we seem to be in another wor"id when the divine becomes
actual as power, energy. Here belong, for example, even the incalculable, serviceable, and expressive symbols derived from light
and warmth which are for spiritual and moral zeal and ideals just
as natural and true as our temporal existence on this planet depends on the sun 's light and warmth . Also , nourishment , food ,
denote the spiritual good as a sustaining power.19

When we move from the rich and mysterious symbolic
expressions of revelation as we find them in the first
pair of symbols to the second pair of symbols of revelation of ultimate reality, "namely those derived from mankind, it most obviously means a tumbling down to the
lower regions from the eminent height on which we reSoederblom remarks , not
cently found ourselves, " 20
without a sense of humor. The humanity symbols derived from bodily human form are present at variou s
stages of religious development. "Already in the lower
nature-religions the divine is represented in human form ,
even if the animal kingdom , in general , still inspires
more mysterious awe than the human." 21 Despite this
descent into "lower regions " of symbolic expression of
revelation we are on the way to what Soederblom views
as the most adequate representation of the Biblical view
of revelation. The humanity symbol in the area of human
conditions and qualities
raises us out of the nature-religion to the purer atmosphere of the
ethical mystic. Even the groups of symbols already mentioned , especially the second , are within the structure of the religion of revelation qualified by a stronger morality, although they do not owe
their origin to it or necessarily were directed to it. Here the nature
mystics are principally excluded. The symbols from human conditions refer to their personal;. spiritual side. Father means a confidence-stirring. steadfast strength. Love means a burning desire to
benefit and help others realize their own true destiny. The personal symbol does not demarcate the individual's limits. but rather
shares the true realistic universality and denotes the living, spiritual, moral organism . The classic types in this group of symbols
are the gospel's Father symbol and new Protestantism's, not the
old church's, personality symbol - both en~eavored to express
strongly personality mysticism, the life of the conscience, the secret of the mysticism of the will. 22

The task of theology is to evaluate the truth value of
the important symbols of revelation. In this endeavor
" the study of symbolism and the entire study of historical psychology have contributed to the lucidation of the
different types of piety in their purity," Soederblom
observes, and goes on to say that "the philosophy of the
h istory of religion has to bring this work to fruition and
engage in evaluations ." 23 Part of the equipment of theology is therefore constituted by a sound philosophy of
the history of religions . Such a philosophy must grow in
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an atmosphere of opennesS t(;> truth and respect for the
historical givenness of the reality of revelation . Openness to new truth and the willingness to surrender cherished, personal convictions when these are contradicted by
reality are important for the proper fulfillment of the
task of theology , particularly in view of the historical
character of religion and revelation. Hence
that word holds good even here , that one must lose oneself to find
oneself. No well-meant eagerness, no careful or bold construction
of conscious purpose can create a history which deserves the name ,
in spite of the employment of sincerity to redeem and strengthen
the point; only pure devotion to reality creates history . The more
the researcher forgets his favorite views and personal desires , the
more unbiased he is in allowing the original documents and that
creativitywhichrushesforth from human hearts and from the community to affect h im , the more certain he will be that his work is
of good quality and of benefit, and the more clearly his spirit will
express his own greatest possibilities. The hidden world of the heart
is revealed in the work of the historian .2-' .

To Soederblom the most important thing is, according
to Tor Andrae,
that the h istorian describes each religion without any reservations,
as it really is. Basically that is enough, and that is all that is necessary in order to show that the highest place belongs to Christianity .
The more generosity, the more sympathetic understanding for the
strange, the firmer this certainty becomes. Thus history itself overcomes the dangers of historicism. That is the basic thought of Soederblomian theology~ 25

The study of the history of religions as an important
part of the task of theology does not undermine or relativize the certainty of God's revelation in Christianity .
Rather the study of the history of religions strengthens
the position of Christianity, because it "brings out clearer
than before the new and unique character of the gospel. '' 26 Soederblom is convinced that "for Christianity
the comparative history of religions has thus far meant
the most magnificent theoretical apologetic. " 27
His
work in the field of the history of religions had greatly
contributed to this , and
without any clear-cut intention Soederblom 's contribution in research in the history of religions has culminated in a magnificent
apologetic for Christianity. Perhaps it is because he never exerted
himself to become one that he inherently was the apologist above
all others in wide circles of culture-seekers and for several generations of students to whom he has shown the way to a secure possession of the indispensable inheritance of the Christian revelationfaith.28

In the study of the history of religions , according to
Soederblom, " the Christian religion carries out an essential function of life : to know itself. Two things belong
to this : to know what religion is, and to recognize within religion what Christianity is.'j 29 - This recognition is
a continuous task of theology because of the process
character of Christian revelation as well as all other revelation. This is particularly evident in Christian revelation where "the Spirit has more to teach, always more to
Christianity as well as to the individual. We must fathom
the depths of faith and of revelation and listen to that
which the Word teaches us in order to learn more about
the secrets of God . ' 130 Soederblom stresses the point
10

that the study of religion must be carried out by the
church , i.e., on the basis of the Christian community of
faith , in the disciplined spirit of scientific research . "Research teaches us obedience. For the subject matter is
everything. Opinions and wishes have nothing to say" 31 .
Here it is true that, as the Swedish philosopher Erik
Gustaf Geijer, whose philosophy Soederblom found helpful , says, "the true researcher must not remain above
his object of study, but below it. " 32 How else could he
understand it?
However, by thus standing under the object of his
study, the theologian runs the risk of being subjective
in a way that distorts his vision of the truth . It is, therefore , one of the tasks of theology in the area of revelation
to check the subjective certainty of faith by testing its
objective truth value. In the idea of revelation it is necessary "to examine religious certainty to determine in what
measure it can hold good as truth with more than subjective validity. " 33 In order to achieve certainty that
the truth of Christian revelation has more than subjective validity in its claims of truth, "the evangelical church
needs a study of the history of religion in its entire sweep." 3"'
This is necessary, according to Soederblom , for three
reasons : first , it is necessary for a right understanding
of the history of the Christian Church ; secondly, it is a
necessity for the clarification of the role of Christian missions; and third, it is essential to Christian self-understanding in a world of religious pluralism .
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Erasmus

Theologian

By GOTTFRIED G. KRODEL
Associate Professo r of History and Theology
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On October 28, 1966, it was five hundred years since
the birth of Erasmus of Rotterdam. Even though the
exact date of Erasmus' birth is not certain- with Erasmus himself being as much to blame for this uncertainty
as any historian - nevertheless most recent scholarship1 has convincingly demonstrated that October 28 ,
l 466 , is the date on which the king of Humanists was
born . While little or no attention was paid to this anniversary in America, 2 in May of 1962 the Heidelberger
Akademie der Wissenschaften announced a prize for the
best manuscript presenting a total view of the theology
of Erasmus. Ernst-Wilhelm Kohls , a student of Wilhelm Maurer in Erlangen, authored the prize-winning
manuscript, which after revisions and expansions has
now been published by the Friedrich Reinhardt Verlag
in Basel.3 Basel is logically the town in which a theology
of Erasmus should be published, for it was the only town
in Europe which ever was home to the restless Erasmus.
JohnColet, thefamousdeanof St. Paul 's in London and
a friend of Erasmus, prophesied that the name of Erasmus would never perish . Lutherans may remember
Erasmus, indeed, for his Diatribe on Free Will , which
was directed against Luther ; they may also remember
Luther's biting judgments concerning Erasmus ; or they
may see Erasmus as the source of many of the theological evils brought on the church by Rationalism (whatever this term may mean). They are very slow, however , to remember that Erasmus provided Luther with
the Greek text of the New Testament, and that Erasmus also supplied the Reformation with the exegetical
tools and methods which were to become the standard
equipment of Protestantism for centuries to come. They
owe much to Erasmus ; they are far too slow in acknowledging this debt. It was , then, quite a change from the
usual Lutheran opinions concerning Erasmus when on
the four hundred and twenty-fifth anniversary of Erasmus' death, on July 12 , 1961 , Dr. Arthur C . Piepkorn,
in a chapel address delivered at Concordia Seminary,
St. Louis , Missouri, acknowledged "our debt" to the
"non-saint" Erasmus. In so doing Piepkorn made a definite contribution in the name of American Lutheranism
to a re-evaluation of Erasmus and of his place in the life
of the church; 4 unfortunately Piepkorn's essay has not,
to my knowledge, received the attention it deserves . On
the other hand , most Roman Catholics see Erasmus
as the chicken which had laid the egg that was hatched
by Luther, or as the rationalist who contributed to the
dissolving of the kerygmatic substance of the church,
or as the secularist who never came to terms with theological problems .
O ctober 1967

John Colet was correct, even though he somewhat differently envisioned the fulfillment of his prophecy. The
Erasmus picture was for centuries shaped by the denominational, theological, and intellectual presuppositions should we say prejudices? - of those who studied the
life and work of the famous Dutchman. The Letters of
Obscure Men , that marvelous sixteenth century satire
on conditions among the clergy, was fairer to Erasmus
in calling him "homo pro se" than were most of his succeeding critics.
Parallel to the Luther-renaissance, an Erasmus-renaissance developed in Europe and America; one of the first
major contributions to this. Erasmus-renaissance was
Paul Mestwerd t 's monograph~ on the intellectual roots
of Erasmus' thought. The first half of our century has
seen a remarkable upswing in Erasmus studies, for which
the Erasmian demand "ad fontes" became the all dominant frame-work . And further, while details in Erasmus'
biography and thought were being investigated, more
and more attempts were being made to see the totality
behind the details. But in spite of the fact that Wilhelm
Maurer, Robert Stupperich, Christian Dolfen, and others
have repeatedly raised the question of a "theology of
Erasmus," and that some significant contributions to
the investigation of theological details have been made
during the past decades, the totality of the theology of
Erasmus, the Ansatzpunkt, Selbstverstaendnis, Eigenart, and structure have not been dealt with prior to Kohls'
work, or if they have been touched at all , then only in
an unsatisfactory way, as Kohls ably demonstrates.
Method is one reason, but there are several other reasons for this fact. One is that the majority of Erasmus
students concentrated on facets of Erasmus, as : the man
and his character, the "politician, " the philologian, the
literary aesthete, the pedagogue, and so on. Another
reason is that many of us who did concentrate on Erasmus as theologian were woefully slow to abandon the
heritage in which we were nourished, or if we did attempt
to abandon it, were unable to move from the detail to
the totality. And finally, there seems to have developed
an almost ridiculous twist of the historic reality, so that
even today the following question is heard : can Erasmus, whom Luther had called "slippery as an eel," " superficial," "knowing nothing of grace," "an Epicurean,"
and whom Wilhelm Dilthey unflatteringly referred to as
"Demon with a hundred faces" - can that man be a
theologian? Can he have a theology? A religiosity , perhaps; perhaps even a piety. But a theology- no! And
so one of his critics, who otherwise highly admires Erasmus, could state that Erasmus was not a theologian at
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all. And Joseph Lortz, certainly one of the most eminent
church-historians of our time , who grants Erasmus a
certain religiosity (whatever this term may mean ), nevertheless charges him with utter confusion in theological
matters, and with an inability to come to terms with
th eology. 6
Kohls' work should make it impossible for anyone to
continue along the line of th ese arguments . In sovereign
command of the secondary literature concerning Erasmus , and totally familiar with Erasmus' writings (a
familiarity wh ich must demand our admiration and respect), he presents Erasmus the theologian by analyzing
the beginnings, the development, and the final total
structure of Erasmus ' theology. The author 's well-written
two-volume work on the theology of Erasmus will become a standard work in Erasmus-studies , just as Juizinga 's Erasmus biography is a standard . In the same
way in which that biography (by now a must for everyone who considers himself a student of intellectual history) presented a new vision of the great Humanist 's
life, and did so in a classical form , so Kohls ' work offers
a new access to Erasmus ' theology , and does so in a
highly skilled and sound way. Regardless whether the
author's results will be accepted , modified , or corrected ,
the discussion on the theology of Erasmus has entered
a new stage with this book, and one can only hope that
Kohls ' work will soon be translated into English .

A Theological Principle of Continuity
Kohl s begins his historical, systematic presentation
of Erasmus ' theology by concentrating on a detailed
analysis of the Humanist 's earliest writings , the Epistola de contemptu mundi (I , Chap. 1 ; pp . 19-34), and
the Antibarbari (I , Chap . 2 ; pp . 35-68 ). Pointing out
that these earliest writings were already exclusively
shaped by theological concerns (and this is quite contrary to the opinions held by many) , the author sees
in these writings the beginnings of Erasmus' theology ;
he substantiates that the major themes of Erasmus '
theology are already discernable here. After summarizing the results of his work done thus far (I , Chap . 3;
pp. 69-72 ), the author concentrates (I , Chap. 3; pp .
72-190 ) on the Enchin"dion militis Christiani , in which
he finds Erasmus' theology in its totality fully structured for the first time. In a lengthy introduction (I ,
1-17) dealing with the present situation in the research
on Erasmus' theology as seen from the totality of Erasmus-literature, the author discusses the value of the
major and minor contributions available for his topic,
and points out the need for a theology of Erasmus. In
a concluding chapter (I , 191-198 ) he summarizes his
results , contrasts them with previous interpretations of
Erasmus ' theology , and points the way for future work.
In five excursuses (I. 199-230 ) the author discusses matters of textual and literary criticism . Of special help to
the Erasmus-student, especially the beginner, will be the
last excursus ; here the author develops the theological
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and literary structure of the Enchiridion, and presents
an outline of this important work . The 214 pages of the
second volume are exclusively dedicated to footnotes
(which sometimes develop into minor excursuses), to a
detailed bibliography, and to indices of authors, of biblical passages, of names of persons and places, and of
topics.
Kohls' concern is to present a theology of Erasmus.
H e wa nts to demonstrate what, according to Erasmus,
the task and content of theology is, and how the theologian can fulfill this task. In short, he wants to show the
Eigenart and Selbstverstaendnis of Erasmus' theology
(I, XIII, 17). The author further wants to unearth the
roots of Erasmus' theology in the intellectual past. And
he wants, finally, to trace how this theology evolved from
the Humanist's earliest writings to its first complete form
(which is at the same time its final form) as set forth in
the Enchiridion . In establishing the Enchiridion as
terminus ad quem , the author is fully justified not only
because th is booklet is indeed a compendium of Erasmian theology, but also because the whole theological
life-work of Erasmus is grounded in the Enchin"dion and
implicitly present there. Even though the "old Erasmus" emphasizes various theological matters in a different way than the "young Erasmus," there is a principle of continuity between the E~chiridion and the works
wdti:en by Erasmus during the last years of his life.
Kohls takes this fact of continuity into account by constantly placing his results into the context of the totality
of Erasmus' literary work. Methodically seen, the author 's terminus ad quem does, then , pose no problems ,
even though the author could have focused more strongly
on the nuances in Erasmus' theology which developed
after the Enchin"dion. This would have been especially
desirable since it is a commonly held opinion that Erasmus quite drastically modified his stand on matters of
theology once Luther had appeared on the stage.
In order to accomplish his aim Kohls engages in a
thorough analysis of Erasmus' writings by penetrating
· the results of those who have previously studied Erasmus , and by letting Erasmus speak for himself. Mastering all the text-critical problems , the author concentrates fi rst on the Erasmian writings from a literary
point of view. Thus he is able to arrive at some remarkable results concerning the literary form in which Erasmus presents his theology, and which is highly important for E rasmus' theology. Kohls looks then at the content of the Erasmian writings and extracts from them
the statements relevant for his topic. Having done this,
he places his material into the tradition , and searches
for the roots of Erasmus' theology. He is not content
with generalities (as so many of us have been). To the
contrary, he draws precise lines of continuities and discontinuities to the Patristic period (especially to Origen,
Jerome, Augustine, Ps. Dionysius), the non-Christian
a ntiquity (especially to Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Epicurus), Scholasticism (especially to Thomas Aquinas) ,
the representatives of late medieval theology and piety
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(especially Thomas a Kempis, Jean Gerson, Dionysius
Carthusianus), and to the representatives of what Kohls
calls medieval scriptural theology (1 , XIII, 190, passim). Unfortunately the author does not clarify this last
term in the same precise historic and systematic way in
which he otherwise proceeds. And finally the author
contrasts his results in a continuous, critical, yet fairly
conducted dialogue to the results of those who have
worked in Erasmian theology prior to him . Thus he contributes to the clarification of controversial questions,
he corrects opinions which in view of his work can no
longer be maintained , or he expands and modifies the
results which have been attained in the past. Kohls is
able , e.g., to establish that John Colet did not make
Erasmus into a theologian (as is quite often suggested),
or to correct in principle the view of Era~mian theology
developed by Alfons Auer, whose book 7 until now has
been the nearest thing to a "theology of Erasmus ." The
author is extremely careful in securing his own results
as opposed to those he finds in the literature concerning
Erasmian theology, yet one cannot help but wish that he
would sometimes have gone into greater detail. This is
especially the case in connection with Dilthey's evaluation of Erasmus' theology (especially the view of God) ,
an evaluation which , though few people take a serious
look at it, is nevertheless so deeply engrained in the minds
of so many that it seems to me a more detailed refutation would have been, if not necessary , then certainly
desirable.
Lest my presentation of the author's way of proceeding
create the feeling that he separates the steps mentioned
above, let me quickly point out that he is a master in
interweaving these steps ; his presentation by no means
leaves any impression of laboriousness which I might
have given by dissecting his method.
From the beginning the author makes it clear that he
is setting aside the host of interpretations of, or opinions
concerning, Erasmus' theology , in which this theology
is or has been either misunderstood , not understood at
all, ·or even maliciously twisted . And then, adopting
the principle so precisely expressed by Jacob Burckhardt
in his letter to Wilhelm Vischer, dated June 14, 1863 -

"Historia scribitur ad narrandum, non ad probandum,"
the author makes clear that his task is not one of judgment, but of presentation . The application of both these
.. principles to his work in Erasmus is the great strength
of Kohls' presentation of Erasmus ' theology ; it enables
the author to let Erasmus speak for himself (something
long overdue) and thus to uncover the very foundations
of Erasmian theology, a necessity which the author
calls to our attention in the introduction (1, XIII, Iff.).
On the other hand, the usage of these principles poses a
problem since the author stretches them to include also
the contemporaries of Erasmus ; he takes great pains
not to get entangled in dealing with all the opinions on
Erasmian theology which had developed during the
sixteenth century . He is justified in doing this on the
basis of the terminus ad quem for his work ; most controOctober 1967

versies in which Erasmus was involved developed after
the Enchiridion was written. Further, to work through
all the theological controversies in which Erasmus was
involved is a task almost beyond, if not the strength,
then certainly the patience and durability of any scholar.
And so while on the one hand the author's method is adequate for presenting the Selbstverstaendnis of Erasmus'
theology(!, XIII), yet on the other hand I have my doubts
whether the Eigenart of Erasmus' theology (1, 17) can
come through if the opinions of those of Erasmus' contemporaries who have studied him and have formed an
opinion about his theology are completely by-passed .
Were they all wrong? Did they all misunderstand Erasmus (in a fashion similar to that in which certain modern theologians, when attacked, argue that they are misunderstood)? Did they all misinterpret Erasmus, maliciously or not? If so, why? And how does this reflect
on the theological atmosphere in which Erasmus was
working? Lastly, what do these critical opinions contribute to the Eigenart of Erasmus' theology in contrast
to that of his contemporaries?

The Erasmus-Luther Relationship
This whole problem becomes especially clear in reference to the Erasmus-Luther relationship, on which
the author occasionally focuses, though most of the
time in general terms, referring to secondary literature.
Some noteworthy exceptions, perhaps, are the understandingoftheology as theologia crucis (II, 105, n. 295),
or as theologia affirmativa (I, 61 ), and the problem of
man's responsibility in connection with the process of
salvation (i.e., the roots of the controversy on free will).
But even in connection with these topics the author remains on the surface of the matter. On the basis of my
own work in Erasmus I fully agree with Kohls that the
Erasmus-Luther relationship and the controversy on
free will blocks access to a genuine understanding of
Erasmian theology. But I cannot see why it is beyond
an investigation of the Eigenart of Erasmus' theology
(II, 105, n. 295) to enter into a thorough discussion
(based on an analysis of primary sources) of the differences that did exist between Luther and Erasmus
concerning, e.g., the theologia crucis. This is especially
the case since, as is common knowledge, the theologia
cru2is is central to Luther's theology, and, as Kohls so
convincingly has demonstrated , is also central to Erasmus' theology. It would seem to me that a thorough discussion, not just some references, could perhaps have
brought out the Eigenart of the Erasmian theology more
precisely than is the case now. The same would be valid,
of course, in connection with other topics, as the relationship of Erasmus to Lefevre and to Stunica. It seems
to me that here is a real weakness in Kohls' presentation.
The Eigenart of Erasmus' theology does always come
through, and the author does accomplish what he sets
out to do. But does it come through as precisely as it
could if the Erasmian theology had been exposed to the
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criticism of the great Humanist's contemporaries? Regarding the Erasmus-Luther relationship , one can only
hope that the author will soon present a theological
analysis of this relationshipt 8

Erasmus' Theology
What is then the Eigenart and Selbstverstaendnis of
Erasmus' theology?
Erasmus' theology is first of all biblical-exegetical
theology ; it is not scholastic theology: or moral , or systematic, or liturgical, or affirmative-confessional theology, but biblical theology. And as such it is a presentation in which God's Heilsgeschichte with man is described by deducing from the biblical records what God
has done with and for man , and how, in turn, man reacts . In this process of deduction Erasmus presents the
Heilsgeschichte in the Exitus-Reditus system which is
basic, e.g., for Paul in Phil. 2 :5 ff., for many of the great
theologians of the early church , and for the whole early
church theology of the mysteries.9 This system is not
an outside principle superimposed on Scripture, however, but it is grounded in Scripture itself, since theology is for Erasmus secondly Incarnation-theology.
Christ is the only center and scopus of all existence, and
the exclusive basis for all theologizing. Erasmus' theology is therefore a Christ-centered system which tries
to describe the situation of salvation created by Christ,
through which the "old" situation is changed. Christ
is the center of the divine oikonomia of salvation for the
individual and for the universe. (See especially I, 17 5 f.)
As incarnation-theology, Erasmus' thevlogy is theologia
crucis, because the Cross is the only way , though paradoxical , by which God wants to draw man to himself.
The Cross is the farthest point of God 's Exitus, and at
the same time the point of departure for man's Reditus ,
because the crucified Christ is the archetype of piety,
i.e. , of the existence of the believer. Piety cannot be
understood in an imitative or moralistic frame , however, but only in an existential frame , since Erasmus'
theology is, thirdly, Trinitarian theology. Even though
in the Ench.iridion -Erasmus does not deal with the dogmatic or the dogmen-historical problems posed by the
Trinity, his theology is nevertheless solidly based on the
Trinity , and his Pneumatology is the "capstone" of his
theology (I , 116), since the believer is moved by the
Holy Spirit. Erasmus considers the Holy Spirit to be
the gift of the God of grace and love who was incarnate
in Jesus Christ, and who is continuously effective through
his Word and through Baptism . This effectiveness of
the Holy Spirit is a divine mystery , just like God himself, and is excluded from man 's theologizing. Consequently man's salvation is also a mystery , solidly based
on God 's activity . But this does not exclude man's responsibility. It is up to the individual to live out of the
gifts of the Holy Spirit. The mystery of salvation is not
a magic event, and the gift of the Holy Spirit does not
change man overnight, but it is a beginning, a token,
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hidden , which will become manifest at the end of time.
And so Erasmus' theology is, finally , eschatological theology. The gifl of the Holy Spirit, with which man is
endowed through Baptism , shapes the existence of man
in such a way that all things become a call for piety.
Baptism in the name of Jesus begins man's Reditus,
i.e., the slow process of salvation, of returning home ,
of overcoming the estrangement from God, man's basis
of existence (Existenzgrund). The Reditus, inseparably
grounded in God's Exitus, reaches its goal in the Eschaton , in which God's oikonomia of salvation will be completed. But this completion does not include all people;
the Reditus does not have to reach its divine goal ; man
can miss his eternal destination because of guilt. "In
describing the life of the Christian from the viewpoint
of the Exitus-Reditus of the divine enactment of salvation , Erasmus has attempted to express the eschatological tension of the 'already' and of the 'not yet' of Christian salvation ." (I, 189 .) Erasmus has thus given "a
theory of piety ... which upon a more close examination .,...
proves itself to be an all encompassing sketch of theology which is determined by biblical theology and which
is solidly grounded in itself." (Ibid.) Erasmus furnishes
a "master-example of real and vivid Scriptural theology."
(Ibid.) And in the frame of this theology Erasmus treats
all the great topics of the Christian faith and life. 10
In this short summary it is of course impossible either
to reproduce the wealth of Erasmus' theology and the
depth of his thought, or to do justice to the author's wellgrounded results and fine observations. Perhaps this
quick look at Kohls' book may stimulate the reader who
can master the German language to reach for the book ..
itself. Otherwise, as expressed earlier, it is to be hoped
that this excellent monograph - which I am sure will
cause quite some headaches for some of us 11 - will soon
be translated and thus become available to a wider audience.
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I am afraid that a cursory reading of Kohls ' book might leave the reader
who Ia not thoroughly at home In Erasmus with the Impression that the dlf·
ferences between Erasmus and luther were of minor Importance only.

Even though I om not challenging the author's results, I somellmeo could
not help but wonder whether he has not read Erasmus from the viewpoint of

luther's theology .
9.

Kohls finds the roots of this Erosmlon Exltus·leclltus system In Orlgen and

Thomao Aquinao (1, 175 II.; II , 127, n. 715).

Creation , redemption , ond

sanctification are the categories Of Hellsgeachlchte describing the Exitus,
which In turn determines man 's existence as one of ledltus through faith , ~
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love and hope (1, 179 1.; paulm). This Exltus·ledltua system Is the orgonlz·
lng principle of all of Erasmus' theology . The nature of the Exitus Is de·
scribed oa the paradox of the kenoala; this paradox Is a mystery, with·
drawn from man 's theological speculation, because God himself Is mya·
terlum (1, 97 1., 181 1.). It seems to me that at this point It would hove
been necessary to develop Erasmus ' relationship to what Odo Casel and
his school have coiled Myaterlentheolotle. Especially would It have. been
necessary to examine the understanding of myaterlum as developed by
Thomas Aquinas , since according to Kohls he Is one of the roots of Eros mua. Since Wilhelm Maurer has repeatedly demonstrated that Luther works
with concepti taken from the early church Mysterlentheologle , and since
Kohls convincingly establishes that Erasmus ' theology Is based on the Ext·
tus·ledltus system, which In turn Is of fundamental Importance for the
Myaterlentheolot~le, It would be necenary to come to terms with this prob·
lem. Perhaps the author could have presented the Elgenart of Erasmus'

..

theoloey more precisely had he not so rigidly applied his methodltol principles, but hod thoroughly exposed Erasmus to Luther's criticism .

stands under the presupposition and effectiveness of God ' s oct of salvo ·
tlon . The cooperation of man with God ' s grace, as It Is to toke place In the

realm of the ledltua, Is effected by grace Itself, so that the ledltus Is fun ·
damentally grounded In , developed out of, and brought about by the divine
Exltut (1 , 180). Kohls ' argumentation and documentation ore quite con·
vlnclng , and I do not challenge h i s result s . Nevertheless I om not suffl·

clently ready to affirm them wholeheartedly either . Granted that the hi·
tus·ledltus Is structured as Kohls presents It, could It not be that even
though Erasmus maintains the precedence of the Exitus and of grace, never·
theless he does not concentrate on It , but focuses on the ledltus? Could
It be that It Is here In the ledltus that his actual existential concerns lie?
Whatever Erasmus says about the Reditus would then be something like the
taking over of a mortgage with which one !los to deal, like It or not; but
Erasmus ' real , constructive Interest would be concentrated on the ledltus .

It Is one thing to recite the facts of the Hellseeachlchte as Reditus, but It
Is quite something else to be existentially concerned with these facts. Is
It really so, as Kohls afflrms7 that Erasmus combines Exitus and ledltut In
such o way that the primacy of the former Is the existential conditio sine
qua non , that the former Is the undeniable foundation of the Iotter, and
that Erasmus ' Interest In the latter Is derived from his Interest In the form ·

10.

Of special Interest may be the fine observations which Kohls makes re ·
gardlng Erasmus' understanding of prayer .

11 .

At o lint tlance II seems to me that the dlscuulon with the author will

er? Or could II not be that the former Is honored tradition, dead weight,

have to begin with a re·exomlnatlon of the structural relationship of the

with which one has to live , but In which one has no existential Interest?
If there should be some value In these doubts, how YOuld Erasmus ' theology
then hove to be evaluated? And further , If the relationship between Exitus
and ledltus Is structured as Kohls Interprets It, then It seems to me we
hove to re-examine quite carefully the controversy on free will. If the co·
operation between man and grace Is effected by the gratia praevenlens ,
where are then the roots of the differences between luther and Erasmus?

Exitus to the ledltua (In addition to concentrating on the s ituation men·
tloned In note 9) . Kohls argues that lor Erasmus all thot happens within
the frame of the Reditus 11 baaed on and proceeds from the divine Exitus,
ond 11 totally subordinated to It (I, 178; II, 127, n. 717). God's prevenient
grace, which Is the basis of man 's salvation , Is also the element which

combines Exitus and ledltua, so that the primacy between both Is Inc on·
trovertlbly determined In favor of the divine Exitus . The Exitus Is there·
fore of central, existential Importance for Erasmus' th ..ology, and all piety

Exclusively In the anthropology? And do both men present a vision of man
which Is radically different, or one which Is different In degree only?

•

•
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Two Almost-Forgotten Innocents
By ABIGAIL ANN HAMBLEN

Booth Tarkington's place in American literature has
never been conceded as important. He wrote of American life, wrote cogently and humorously and with charm.
But because he achieved popularity and the "slicks,"
because he was not too proud to send very competentlywritten pot-boilers to editors interested in money , he is
frequently ignored by serious critics. Yet a study of even
one of his "light" novels may often prove rewarding.
Claire Ambler ( 1928) is especially so.
Undoubtedly he wrote this piece of fiction mainly for
the pleasure of his readers and the profit of his pocketbook . It is, as his novels almost invariably are, sunny
and amusing and absorbing. Even today, almost forty
years after Claire first danced and flirted into life, one
finds her story agreeably readable. Perhaps in its very
agreeableness lies the reason for its present obscurity.
The world it shows is a different world from ours, a more
cheerful world perhaps, certainly a more careless .
But, as has been intimated, the careful reader of Tarkington discovers sooner or later that this writer is apt to
express something valuable. "Message" may seem too
portentous a word to be spoken in conjunction with as
sparkling a "slick" novel as Claire Ambler. And yet the
reader finds himself responding seriously to what the
author is saying here concerning the growth of character, the development, not only of mind , but of emotion.
The winsome light-headed - and light-hearted - coquette finally attains maturity , though not without suffering.
Character study as a theme for fiction being, of course,
universal , the popular Claire Ambler is not remarkable
because it embodies it. What gives the novel special
interest to the student is the surprising resemblance one
section of it bears to a work published exactly fifty years
before. The middle third , telling of Claire's experiences
in Europe, has a familiar ring ; the reader is irresistibly
reminded of Daisy Miller ( 1878).
To be sure, the stories of Claire at Raona and of Daisy
in Vevay and Rome are not parallel. Yet at certain points
they show an undeniable similarity, and they possess in
common a single underlying theme. It is a theme having
revelance for the nineteenth century and for the first
part of the twentieth . We may even submit that it speaks
to us of the sixties. The theme, stated broadly. is that of
American innocence, and what brings Tarkington close
to James is that he too makes a young girl in Europe
symbolize this innocence. Separated by half a century,
Claire and Daisy are sisters .

The Similarities
Even the beginning of their stories has similarity.
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Both describe luxury hotels in Europe. James' first scene
is set in Vevay where "there is a particularly comfortable hotel. There are, indeed, many hotels ; for the entertainment of tourists is the business of the place, which,
as many travellers will remember, is seated upon the
edge of a remarkably blue lake- a lake it behooves every
tourist to visit."
Tarkington begins his "Raona" section with "At Raona, that ancient Mediterranean town on a cliff ledge
half way to the sky, there is one of those romantic hotels
that once were monasteries ... The garden is murmurou~
with bees , with the faint swishing of the slow, turquoise
sea a thousand feet below .... "
Daisy and Claire share a great many characteristics.
Each strikes the beholder as extraordinarily beautiful
(and we are privileged to see each through the eyes of a
slightly older, more experienced man .) When Winterbourne first sees Daisy he observes that she is "strikingly , admirably pretty ... " Later on he reflects that he
"had not seen for a long time anything prettier than his
fair countrywoman 's various features - her complexion,
her nose, her ears, her teeth."
Claire, first seen by the invalid Englishman, Orbison,
and his American friend, Rennie, is "a graceful figure ,"
standing at the garden railing. Orbison muses that
"'She's like a lovely silhouette imagined by the artist in
wrought iron who made the railing ... She has the American profile that the most charming of your young ladies
all contrive to obtain - especially the straight little
nose that has the piquant effect of turning upward without actually doing it . ... '"
After an interval of watching her, he remarks, " 'I believe that pretty little American head is just about the
most piquant one I ever saw . . . It's not beautiful, perhaps ; but it's as flashingly pretty a thing as the world
can show .... "
James and Tarkington employ very strong expressions
to describe the attention their heroines receive in public.
When Winterbourne meets Daisy in her hotel lobby , he
"passed out with her among all the idle people ... they
were all looking at her very hard ." Claire knows she
attracts everyone: "Gentlemen in the Louvre had turned
from Velasquez portraits to look at her; and here at
Raona, when she walked abroad, she was stared at almost
violently."
It goes without saying , of course , that both are
heiresses , and both are very modishly dressed. Daisy,
of the seventies, first appears in "white muslin, with a
hundred frills and flounces , and knots of pale-colored
ribbon ." She carries "a large parasol with a deep border
of embroidery." Claire, of course, is dressed in the height
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of the twenties' fashion, with a " little green knee-long
skirt."
These American girls have been used to talking with
men, to dancing, laughing, singing with them . Daisy
puts it very quaintly: " 'I used to go "to New York every
winter. In New York I had lots of society. Last winter
I had seventeen dinners given me; and three of them were
by gentlemen .. .I have always had .. .a great deal of
gentlemen's society.'"
It follows naturally that when these beautiful - and
wealthy - young ladies go to Europe they continue to
have a great deal of "gentlemen's society." In fact, they
find continental "gentlemen" quite charming, to the
dismay of the other, more sophisticated Americans .
Daisy, in Rome, goes about everywhere with a Mr. Giovanelli, whom she describes as" 'the handsomest man
in the world - except Mr. Winterbourne.' " Also, it
seems, he is " 'tremendously clever' " and " 'perfectly
lovely!'"
Later, Winterbourne meets this dazzling personage,
and forms his own opinion: "'He is not a gentleman ...
he is only a clever imitation of one. He is a music-master, or a penny-a-liner, or a third-rate artist. D--n his
good looks!' " This I tali an speaks good English, well
practiced, as Winterbourne learns, " upon a great many
American heiresses." All in all , from the standpoint of
the Americans, he is a most unsuitable companion for
Miss Miller.
Claire Ambler finds herself in a situation very similar
to Daisy's . Though she is friendly and coquettish with
the splendid young Prince Arturo Liana, she also flirts
and dances with the sleek , monocled Bastoni brothers .
These young men are decidedly shady characters . As
Rennie, the older American, says, all they do besides
dance and enter " 'rather nefariously' " into local politics, is self family "heirlooms" to the ladies with whom
they have become acquainted. " 'They buy the jewelry
inN aples, I believe ; but they dance exquisitely .'"
Observing her gay conversation with these characters , Rennie's English friend asks wonderingly, " 'Why
does she make such a to-do over them? Is it because
Americans on foreign shores are helplessly unable to
distrust even sinister appearing strangers?'"
Daisy's flirtation with Mr. Giovanelli is watched with
great disapproval by older, more knowledgeable travellers. In the seventies and eighties "nice" girls in Europe
did not wdk abroad with a man unchaperoned . They
did not appear in public places with him alone. They
did not laugh and coquette in the presence of others .
Winterbourne tries seriously to warn her. He explains
that flirting may be understood in America, but not in
Italy. " 'Though you may be flirting, Mr. Giovanelli
is not ; he means something else.' "
Daisy's reply is as flippant as most of her speeches :
" 'He isn't preaching, at any rate .... ' " She goes on to
explain that , really, she and Mr. Giovanelli are not
"flirting." They are simply very good friends - very
"' intimate'" friends .
October 1967

Because she is sincere, she is completely at a loss to
understand her countryman's disapproval. Nor does
she understand why the older American women will have
nothing to do with her. In other words, she is devastatingly innocent.
The height of her folly is reached when she spends an
entire moonlit evening alone with Mr. Giovanelli in the
Coliseum. Natives of Rome avoid the place at night because of the good chance of contracting Roman fever
there. Mr. Giovanelli, as he said later, did not fear for
himself, and Daisy had set her heart upon going. But,
as it turns out, she is infected with the fever, and after
a short and terrible illness, dies. Her impenetrable innocence has destroyed her.
Claire Ambler, as naive as Daisy, also rouses adverse
cntJcJsm . Even though the "roaring twenties" allow
much freer activity than Daisy's era, she does not understand the mores of well-bred Europe. She goes to a cheap
and furtive night club to dance, thus causing anguish
in the really decent heart of young Arturo. When he
tries to remonstrate with her, she turns his objections
off with a laugh. Worse , she even tells the Bastoni that
he has advised her not to go there with them.
She has no realization that they are really what Rennit:. and his friend have said to each other- wolves , and
very vengeful wolves, at that. Nor does she comprehend
the intensity of the political rivalry that exists between
them and Arturo. When, in a coquettish moment, she
turns her back on these brothers to pay attention to the
young prince, she makes them literally murderous. Only
chance saves Arturo's life a little later when is mysteriously pushed off a cliff at night. Claire's innocence is
not ultimately fatal as Daisy's is. But it causes much
suffering.

The Messages
These two analyses of American innocence, so queerly
alike, seem to have an identical message. On the surface
it is much what the thoughtful Englishman says to Claire:
" 'One always wonders whether or not American girls
are as democratic at home as they are abroad. It's the
most curious thing - you seem to think all "foreigners"
equally desirable as acquaintances and escorts if they're
able to make what seems to you a presentable appearance . .. . '"
Is this not the prevalent American "innocence" of
which Henry James wrote, perhaps all unaware, of which
the more modern Booth Tarkington perhaps grasped
the essence? Each embodied it in a charmingly naive
young girl.
Thus Daisy and Claire live for us even in these troubled
dayswhenAmericangirls,on the whole, do not go abroad
mainly to flirt. They seem the symbols of those numerous
young women who, in jeans and mini-skirts and flowing
hair, go to remote corners of the earth to "help" the natives', or to "study conditions" in totalitarian governments .
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The Unknown Soldier and His Wife
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------By WALTER SORELL

The most heart-rending thing for a theater enthusiast
is to have to say No to a play which is based on the best
intentions and sincerest convictions , as is the case with
Peter Ustinov's anti-war play, "The Unknown Soldier
and His Wife."
Ustinov has proved time and again that he knows the
theater well, that he has a tremendous sense of humor
and a great, almost glib , writing skill. The latter got
too much in his way this time and defeated his good
purpose. Perhaps he also overlooked one trap which is
most dangerous on stage: repetition.
The story of "The Unknown Soldier and His Wife"
begins and ends with a ceremony in which an archbishop
is about to officiate at a memorial service to the Unknown Soldier. Ustinov's basic idea was to show that ,
through the centuries , the decent, nice fellow whose
wife is pregnant - life and the show must go on must die for no purpose except that he so often dies to
save someone else's life. But that he is placed into the
position to sacrifice himself, that he is a pawn in a dirty ,
stupid game of political chess is the point of the play.
And to make his point Ustinov gives us several historic
samples from Roman days to World War I. As a matter
of fact , it is a funny glorification of the senselessness and
stupidity of the common man's sacrifice in the form of
this theme in several variations.
It has become the habit of The New York Times to
open its Sunday columns to the dramatist to be performed
and to have him confess in advance whatever he has to
say about having perpetrated a play. Peter Ustinov
readily accommodated the paper :
Many conscripts lay an almost immediate claim to becoming unknown soldiers. The similarity of their uniforms, far from in~n
dating the personalities of men summoned to the colors, seems to
prove them to be as different as possible from one another , and
who has not recognized in the ranks the look and bearing of those
somehow predestined not to survive? It is from among the vulnerable that I have picked my eternal unknown soldier who sacrifices
himself with monotonous and good-natured regularity on the
ornate altar of human idiocy .

The Romans wage war to make everyone on the globe
enjoy the Roman way of life ; a medieval count achieves
ablution from his sins by joining the Crusade and teaching the infidels a lesson of truth: in the Age of Reason
the struggle is about an illusory freedom ; in the First
World War it is a question of balance of power. The
dying is done by our Unknown Soldier and his comradesin-arms ; death comes . in various forms but, whether by
sword or gas , it remains a ritual of slaughter and senseJess. On stage this ritual, repeated time and again , becomes boring - however cruel this may sound . The
drama finall y loses its bit of tragedy , simply because
we expect the very same thing to happen at the end of
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each historic phase and, a bit facetiously , we wait only
to find out how ingeniously the author will vary our
hero's death .

.

It is a serious topic . But Ustinov treats it with so
much wit and humor that one is never quite sure of how
seriously it is meant to be taken until at certain points
he employs an almost alienating effect a Ia Brecht. Ustinov poses the question whether a man must obey in ,...
war, and he alludes to the Nuremberg trials where it was
decided that obeying can mean punishment. At the very
end, after so much dying has been done on stage, the
Unknown Soldier breaks out of his coffin, upsets the
preparations for the memorial service, refuses to stay
dead , and harangues the audience to do something about
it. The play ends undramatically - it is the final letdown - as if a poster had been carried in a demonstration .
How difficult it is to treat this theme the way Ustinov
planned it is proved by the fact that he stops with World
War I . After having been Jed from Roman days to 1914,
I found the ending abrupt. Was not the senseless slaughter of World War II an even better example not to be
left out, or was it historically too close to be dramatized
(as Korea and Vietnam), or was Hitler too tragic to be
made fun of, or did Ustinov realize that he was repeating
himself as history does? But history has the advantage ..
of not being condensed into three hours and onto the
limited space of a stage. History Jives on in the short
memory of man and his stupidity. An audience, however, is not so easily fooled .
Not only the story but also the characters recur. They
turn into types . The clerics are all hypocritical, pompous , and lecherous ; the noble commanders are stupid ...
and vain; the sergeants are always the typical sergeants.
The Unknown Soldier seems to enjoy sacrificing himself.
Only his wife grows in stature by growing more and more
impatient with her man. Probably the most original
character is one of the defeated enemies who is played
with a German accent and whose ability to invent ever ...
more lethal weapons not only helps him to escape punishment but ensures his being hired by the victors.
Director John Dexter made excellent use of the open
stage of the Beaumont Theater and Jed his actors from
one phase to the next as skillfully as can be expected.
Two examples of the funny tone in which this tragic
play is written must suffice. At one point the Unknown
Soldier's Wife wants to volunteer and die in her hu sband 's place : "I want him to know what it 's like to survive." And the play 's title is described as: "Two Acts
of War Separated By a Truce for Refreshment. " What
a pity for this play that Peter Ustinov is so witty.
•
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The Form is the Substance
By EDWARD H. SCHROEDER
Chairman, Department of Theology
Valparaiso University

Adapt yourselves no longer to the pattern of this present world, but let your minds be remade and your whole
nature thus transformed. Then you will be able to discern the will of God, and to know what is good, acceptable, and perfect.
-Romans 12 :2 (NEB)
If a reformation movement within the church were
ever granted the luxury of picking its own text for the
reform, this one would be my choice.
The context for Christ's church is "this present world,"
but that is also its converse. The need for constant reformation arises from the church's habit of adapting itself
to the pattern of its antagonist. But when the church
is reformed, it is people who get changed, not simply
structures or systems or institutions . People are the
; agents in whom operate the minds and natures which
Paul is discussing. The people get " transformed ." They
undergo a "metamorphosis," to use Paul's actual Greek
term. Therefore reformation must always start at home
with the mind and nature of the ones who either would
be reformers , or who, like Moses (and Luther), would
have preferred not to be such, but had the business
forced upon them by the God of Israel and Lord of the
church anyway . And when the reforming business gets
down to the nitty-gritty, when controversy and \!ven conflict breaks out, the central issue is "the will of God ."
What does God want His church to be? What form of
human being and human community is it that qualifies
for His adjectives - good, acceptable, perfect?
Let us run through the items of that paragraph once
more with a bit more exposition.
Reformation is not something called for every 450
years or so in the church ; it is a constant operation needed wherever the people are who qualify as Christ's
church. What makes it so necessary is that other formative agents besides Christ the head continue to work on
His people. And the net effect of these other formative
agents is that they squeeze Christ's people into antiChristian moulds. So remoulding, re-formation , metamorphosis is a constant element, 'not an occasional one,
in the existenqe of the church. As long as there are people there, they need the daily metamorphosis of dying to
the old and being resurrected to the new.
Our ~rent churchly jargon is surfeited with talk
about "new forms," new shapes, new structures for the
ostensibly "old" and apparently constant substance of
church and the Christian faith. Yet the apostolic word
of the text constitutes a blinking amber light - if not a
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flashing red one - to the perspective and presuppositions that accompany much of that kind of reformation
talk. There is not an infinite variety of forms in which
the Christian gospel and the Christian church can exist.
Some of the forms available for human existence and
also for corporate religious communities are incompatible
with what it is that makes church church . They are
"patterns of this world."
The Lord of the church Himself, says the scriptures,
took on the "form of a servant." Now there are surely a
wide variety of possibilities under that rubric for His
church to continue to live out such servanthood, but the
number of metamorphoses is not infinite. For in Christ's
case "form of a servant" designates not merely the form,
the structure, of His ministry, but the very substance of
it. If you change the form too much , you cease to have a
servant at all. If you make enough changes in the "form"
of a Model-T, it becomes a Lincoln Continental, which
to be sure is still an automobile, but hardly the car for
the common man.
"The pattern of this world" is Paul's way of designating the alternative shape, and it is natural for people to
"adapt themselves" to it. What is that? If we take a clue
from the letter to the Romans we find that this "pattern"
is not irreligion, nor atheism , nor general immorality and
hell-raising, but is actually a kind of theology - a way of
thinking about God and relating yourself to Him and
consequently to others and to the world around you. The
"pattern of this world" is to calculate and reckon and
work and strive with all available resources - transcendent (if you believe in that sort of thing) as well as
terrestrial (if you are convinced of their reality) - to
achieve good and avoid evil for yourself and others. It
sounds like what God should want. Yet in Biblical language it is the pattern of life based on the "knowledge of
good and evil." It makes good sense, but it is nevertheless the pattern of fallen man in a fallen world. It is the
pattern of this world. And when that pattern becomes
operative in the church of Christ, even in one single
member of that church, then it is the church's Lord Himself who says : Let the reformation begin!
The re-forming of minds and natures - in short, the
remaking of people that Paul has in mind - is illustrated earlier by him (Rom . 7) in his own biography. As
every decent man does, Paul had lived by the knowledge
of good and evil. He sought the former and eschewed
the latter as does any man who takes his humanity ser19

iously. Yet when metamorphosis came to Paul he discovered that the very heart of Judaism , the Decalogue,
actually pronounced a prohibition against such "seeking
the good" when it said "Thou shalt not covet." Coveting
is nothing but earnestly desiring the good, yet God proscribes it! What madness! What then? What is the alternative? ·
The alternative is Jesus Christ and the "form " He
creates for the church. It is living by the goodness of the
heavenly Father and not by my calculation of what is
good and what isn't. It is letting Him run my life - and
the church's life, too- even though He leads into the
valley of the shadow of death, and trusting Him all the
way for all of it. Now that does indeed constitute a radical metamorphosis of mind and human nature. But it
can happen, and in the church of Christ it does happen
continually.
In the ninety-five theses of 450 years ago , Thesis #62
put the spotlight on the same place. "The true treasure
of the church is the holy Gospel of the glory and grace of
God ." The resources of the Gospel are the church 's alternative pattern (and precisely as such a treasure!)
for human minds and natures instead of the calculation
of good and evil which seems so normal, sensible, and
even moral to serious men.
The climax of Jesus' biography, the cross, illuminates
that once more. The event strikes all of us automatically
as a great evil, yet when we nevertheless call it "Good"

Friday, we do so for reasons that are beyond the pattern
of the knowiedge of good and evil. It is what it is because
it was the will of God . "Thy will be done" is Jesus' own
verdict in the face of it. And that brings up the last point
which the text highlights for reformation: discerning the
will of God.
The whole New Testament says: the will of God is
Gospel. Luther 's Thesis 62 seeks to say the same thing.
God wants to be "our Father (not our tormentor) who
art in heaven ." H e becomes our heavenly Father by the
action of His Son in the "form of a servant". Christ's
servanthood makes Him our brother. On the basis of
that sort of paternal action, He wills our fraternal interaction within the church and out towards the nonchurchly world which is still functioning - and often
apparently quite well- with its own pattern . According
to the Gospel , that is what God wills. So the reformation
will always have to talk about the "will of God," what
God Himself really wants in His world, and what He
wills to have functioning in His church .
If outsiders object that this can hardly be God's will ,
it will come as no surprise to Christians. Fact is, they're
quite surprised too that God's will is Gospel. Yet if the
minds and natures of men - even those within the
church- are not living on this Gospel, then the will of
God is being blocked. And if the will of God is being
blocked, then the pattern of this world is functioning
once more. So, let the refor·m ation begin!

On Second Thought

..

-----------------------------------------------------------------------ByROBERTJ.HOYER

Once long ago seven great leaders of men met to implement a common purpose. They would build the perfect
city to the glory of God. Their principle was simple :
only the God-pleasing best would be allowed. They called together their fellow: believers and built solidly and
well. Only the beautiful in art and architecture could
be seen. No music sounded that was not pure harmony
and lyric melody. Pcre grammar and polished enunciation marked every spoken word. No crude or violent
tongue was heard. There was honest craftsmanship in
the factories, open trust in the market place, and open
justice in tl:te courts . On the morning of the Lord's day
all gathered to praise God for His blessings in solemn
reverent worship.
The city was free. There were no social or racial walls.
The only requirement for citizenship was firm belief in
the guiding policy of the founders. The city became a
refuge for all from the shoddy falseness of the common
life. Those who came to join it were carefully instructed.
examined before the elders, and confirmed in their citizenship. Schools were built to nurture the children in
purity and truth. Every citizen knew and supported the
simple policy of beauty and truth. By their loving con-
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cern for one another each kept his neighbor pure. Excommunication was seldom necessary to discipline the
rebel or the weak.
There were those who felt stifled and bound, and decided to leave. The people watched them go with pity.
They had abandoned purity for the tainted commerce
of the outer world. They had left the security of perfection to compete with the shameless and the false for
the approval of the uncultured mass.
The city still stands. Its founding policy remains unchanged. It is still a refuge for any who is in need of
refuge. The ancient rule of the pure and the true still
controls the people. The ancient pure and the ancient
true still dominate the culture. The children still learn
the whole truth which their fathers knew. What their
fathers knew is still their whole truth. Every citizen upholds the ancient principle of beauty. Only those who
know no difference between ancient principle and beauty
dare to display their work, and only those whose judgment has been safely steeped in the ancient record are
permitted to evaluate it. The city still stands : permanent, unmoved, stolid, incredibly dull, and virtually forgotten.
The Cresset
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The Chorale Again
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - B y WILLIAM F. EIFRIG, JR.
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October of the 450th Year of the Reformation is a
timely opportunity for some words about the Lutheran
chorale. Not that more are needed, of course. The literature that deals with the hymnody of German Protestantism , its liturgical and theological impact upon the Church
as well as its musical and literary features , crowds the
shelves in many libraries. The chorale has been the
mainstay of Lutherans in every generation since the Reformation . Those most concerned with Lutheran music
and worship regutarly test the Christian charity of congregations with exhortations for the preservation and use
of this heritage.
In all of this , though , the Lutheran chorale has been
made over until it is something quite different from the
original. All of our study and all our care for a vital heritage may have taken the hymn from its social context
and placed it in an isolated position , there to be approached only by those having proper credentials of expertise or by persons engaged in some specialized activity. But the hymnal is not only a source-book from
which the church organist selects a tune for his churchly
music-making. Neither are the tunes in the hymnal meant
for song restricted to an ecclesiastical building, the book
to be closed and returned to the rack before the singer
goes out into a world of a more practical kind of reality .
Almost everyone who has been put through a course
of study in the history of Western civilization knows
that not the least of Luther's achievements was the reinstatement of the layman to participation in the service
of worship. He probably knows also that the use of songs
of a simple character and in the vernacular contributed
greatly to this achievement. The casual student of history usually forgets, though , that the Reformer expected
churchmen to maintain Latin polyphony where the musical forces were able and where the occasion and setting
demanded more sophistication .
The chorale was the basis for an elaborate musical
art in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries . In every
service embellished with cantatas and motets, however,
an important place was reserved for congregational singing of simple chorales. Frequently the chorale was sung
without any harmonization or accompaniment, emphasizing the simplicity of its origin and the corporate nature
of its performance.
For the nineteenth-century Protestant as well as the
twentieth-century man of that persuasion the singing of
hymns established a non-Catholic identity. For Lutherans separation even from other Protestant bodies was
marked by singing loudly and with belligerent tone the
chorales of their fathers.
October 196 7

In America especially the hymn got to be isolated within a church building. Frontier Calvinism that they met
in cities and on the prairies may have led Lutherans to
treat the Choralbuch as a kind of Psalter. The concept
of the church-song is a familiar one to a Calvinist. The
severe restrictions placed by Calvin upon worship music
required that songs heard in the church sound different
from those without. Certainly by our own time it is commonly accepted that hymns are musical and poetic compositions sung by a congregation in a church.
Yet for all our concern over the chorale in the worship
service we have missed an essentially Lutheran fact.
When Martin Luther encouraged the laity to sing hymns ,
in church, he did not merely offer congregations something to do during the service. He sanctioned the singing in church of the spiritual songs people sang among
themselves in their homes and at their work. Spiritual
songs were a simple expression of the Christian at work
or at play and had no pretensions to liturgical status.
Much attention has been given to Luther's words con·
cerning the use of congregational song in worship. Almost unnoticed, however, have been those statements
about music as a vehicle for the Gospel in all the life of
the Christian. The several prefaces he wrote for hymnals speak more about the values for the Christian of
singing praises to the Creator than about the advantages
of congregational participation. Luther urged the composition of hymns not because more were needed in services but because it is fitting that the Christian life be
nourished by worthy music and poetry.
We, who have come to regard a holy day only as a vacation from work, misunderstand the genius of the Lutheran chorale. It is not a means for getting people to
church and it is not a preventive against a clergy-dominated worship. Even if we use the hymnbook in our
homes but do it as an extension of the church into our
weekly activities, we are probably more Calvinist than
Lutheran.
The youth of the Church today cry for new songs to
sing. Perhaps the heritage of fine chorales has been
maintained with a confusion of remote for sacred. Can't
traditional hymns be fun to sing? But inclusion in the
church service ought not to be the measure of achievement for new hymnodists. The specification "for use in
worship" usually dooms entries in a hymn-writing contest to inferiority. The Lutheran hymn did not come
from the people for the church's use. The chorale rather
has always come with the worshippers into the church.
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The Visual Arts

Art For the Discovery of New Visions
-----------------------------------------------------------------------BvRICHARDH.W.BRAUER
Creative self-expression is the method by which the
did not commission such work and very few people wantmodern artist discovers his new visions. We need to uned it. Nevertheless in the last half of his life Rembrandt
derstand this method better.
alone specialized in Biblical themes , creating a lifetime
of more than eight hundred fifty such paintings,
total
Simply stated, a creative work has surprises. That is,
drawings,
and etchings. He did these small, private
its vision may evoke in the beholder a sudden shock of
works
,
especially
his drawings, almost as a diary, searchdeep recognition or of exalting expansion, as Eero Saaring
out
for
himself
the images of Christ and the Biblical
inen's Jefferson Memorial Arch in St. Louis apparently
faith
he
needed.
For
almost one hundred years thereafter
does for many people. Or on the other hand , it may, as
these
works
were
considered
crude, lacking all classical
with Chicago's newly installed monumental Picasso
beauty.
sculpture, at first baffle the beholder because its vision
In making the Bible his own, Rembrandt discovered,
has a newness or strangeness for which he is not yet
through
his art, a vision of Christ that somehow combines
ready. However, as the work becomes more familiar,
ordinary
human frailty with extraordinary spiritual
the beholder may be able to engage himself with it and
grandeur.
No artist had ever pictured Christ in this way
so, hopefully, have his awareness stretched by its new
In
the two etchings shown here, Christ stands
before.
VlSlOn .
among the poor and rich, sick and well, young and old,
But not only is the creative work new for the beholder,
learned and ignorant in a common bond ·of human imit is also something of a revelation to the artist who made
perfection. He stands outside in the everyday world of
it. The creative artist, it seems, does not begin with a
the city streets, not at all the beautifully proportioned,
completely preconceived idea of the finished product
self-assured, classical super-hero, but a weary human
and then execute it with craftsmanlike efficiency. Neither
being having compassion for the sick, tenderness for the
does the artist work completely under the spell of blind,
children, and preaching salvation through faith in Him
random impulse or cathartic feeling. Rather, he tries to
as their Savior. Belief seems to come to those around
work within his own most productive tension of calculaHim as a matter of faith , not of proof.
tion and intuition, action and sensibility. There are
In the "Five Hundred Guilder" almost all of St. Mattmany variations in his work pattern but generally the
hew 19 is summarized. On the left, leaning on a ledge
creative artist seeking self-expression begins an art work
are the Pharisees. The rich young man is seated holding
because of rather vague (although perhaps strong) dishis head , trying to decide whether or not he should sell
satisfactions, drives, or ideas. On this basis he then
all that he had. Peter, the bald, bearded man at Christ's
makes tentative, playful-thoughtful probings of materright,
is trying to prevent the woman with the baby and
ials, of visual effects, and of subj ect interpretations .
the little child rushing up behind her from approaching
Once a definite direction has been found the artist exthe Lord. The sick are on the right, such as the blind
plores it till finally in the finished work a clear character
woman gesturing from her pallet, the bald man pointing
pervades. In other words , the artist has conducted a
trustingly to the sick man lying down on the wheelbarsearch through forms for a new , clarifying awareness of
row, and many others pressing in through the gate on
his own feelings, sensibilities, and ideas. Interestingly,
the right. There are swirling movements across the page,
in some ways, such a work pattern parallels that of the
to and from the central figure of Christ.
scientist who establishes and tests hypotheses to advance
As Rembrandt grew older his style of art became more
rational knowledge for its own sake.
direct and simple. He had studied Renaissance art and
For the artist who is a Christian , such creative selfwas influenced to outline his figures more clearly and to
expression can be an effective tool with which to do
create a more definite, flat , vertical, and horizontal patbasic research regarding images of life and faith today.
tern. One can see in "Christ Preaching" that each figure
The artist's own sense of truth should be satisfied withis a unique individual, stripped of all pose, set into a comout regard to the work's possible use as a mass message,
position of timeless stillness . Each seems to be relating
for the results may very well challenge the accepted
to his own life Christ's words of forgiveness. Christ's
cliches, and for a while be baffling to many.
hands are raised in blessing, a gesture reminiscent of the
Rembrandt van Rijn (1606-1669) created such works
Orante figure which was painted in the early Christian
for his own day . He lived at a time in Holland when
catacombs to symbolize Man or the Church praying before God for salvation.
prosperous merchants wanted portraits of themselves,
their business associates , their homes, and their land.
Rembrandt's Christ has much ·to say to modern man.
Artists became specialists to satisfy this demand . HowYet, today, other issues also need to be explored, such
ever, there were no Biblical painters because the church
as the reality of God itself. New visions are needed.
22
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CHRIST, WITH THE SICK AROUND HIM, RECEIVING LITTLE CHILDREN (the "Hundred Guilder Print"), c.a. 1640-1650, etching.
Rembrandt van Rijn. National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. Gift of R. Horace Gallatin.

CHRIST PREACHING THE REMISSION OF SINS, 1652, etching. Rembrandt van Rijn. National Gallery
of Art, Washington, D.C . Gift of W.G. Russell Allen.
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Books of the Month

A Novel About Joy
For those readers to whom this work is the
introduction to Frederick Buechner, The Final Beast (Atheneum, 276 pp. $4.50) will be
an exciting experience, and very likely will
become an invitation to read his previous
books, A Long Day's Dying (1950), The Season's Difference (1952), and The Return of
Ansel Gibbs (1958).
Buechner is one of that rare breed of novelists who can work with the deep themes of
life and literature, articulating a religious
message, without becoming saccharine or
vulgar, without being frivolous and without
selling out. In one way this is a novel about
joy. And yet, as joy itself is not achieved by
a headon pursuit of joy , so this novel does
not make a headon charge into a description
of that life. As joy interpenetrates all life, so
the novel is suffused with joy and its laughter.
There is in this work a sensitivity to the
range of human existence: humor with some
fantasy , the reality of the monotonous slippage into death by middle class people, tbe
subtle vileness of covered hate, the clumsiness of some love, and the passionate fires of
other love. But Buechner's range goes farther.
With a sure, more steady, more terrible penetration, he moves into the realm of guilt and
the web of enslavement to the past. And beyond that, he treats redemption with skill.
He can picture his characters in guilt without
muckraking them. He can describe redemption that is commensurate with the reality of
the guilt pictured, congruent with the claims
of those who engage each other's lives,
whether that redemption be real or ambiguou s.
Buechner is a skilled writer and the novel
is good reading. The yearning of the reader
to finish tl!e story is doubled back on the
reader with an equal reluctance to have it
end. The novel's resolutions and conclusions
are not pat but whole. This work is a healing
experience as well as being the description of
a healing.
The New England setting focuses on the
town of Myron. where Theodore Nicolet is a
pastor and Will Poteat a columnist. Nicolet's
wife has been dead one year. Her death left
Nicolet with the care of his two young children. Since that death the care of the children and the house have come to be shared
by · Irma Reinwasser. that strange, pathetic
Jewish survivor of the German concentration
camps. Frauelein Reinwasser, whose body
bears still the pain and mutilation of the
strange hates and loves of the camp, is torn by
her dreams , confused by the words and motives of the people in her new environment.
Despite her kind of peasant shrewdness, her
long experience with people who torturously
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use other people, and her good intentions, she
becomes a reluctant instrument in the hands
of Poteat, the newspaper man. With the information she supplies, the effectiveness of
hate is increased ; and yet, in her clumsy way ,
Irma Reinwasser wills to act in love.
The Vails, Clem and his wife Rooney , independently wealthy without snobbishness
or ostentation, are young and vigorous in their
love. Their lives, however , are sapped of joy
because of their inability to have a child.
While there is no medical reason for this inability , there is a ca~se . When Nicolet's wife
dies, it is only natural for Rooney Vail, a
member of Nicolet's congregation, to take
his children to the Vail home for a time, and
to be a regular caller at the parsonage after
the children return home.
With the unexplained disappearance of
Rooney Vail to Muscadine to visit the mysterious and truly "spiritual" Lillian Flagg,
and with the simultaneous departure of Theodore Nicolet from his home, with nothing
more than a note saying he had gone and suggesting what arrangements to make should
he not return soon, Poteat has the material
he needs for a scandal. Poteat has his own
reasons of hate for wanting a scandal and
Buechner hurls the reader into the inner conflict of the lives of these people as that hate
and those lives unfold. Buechner never reveals too much of their impulses and aims.
Will Poteat, the "sniffer," has the material to
release deep and uncontrollable bitternesses.
Lillian Flagg is agent and instrument for a
life and message of authentic healing. Buechner, again, as in the cases of the other characters , does his work well. His bad characters are bad (really) and his good characters
are good (really). Buechner finds ways of
presenting the Christian Gospel without selling out either the Gospel or the literary construction of his characters. Through Lillian
Flagg, with her power-laden simplicity and
her almost artless insistence on praying to
"Jesus" (naming Him that way for that is His
Name), with her relentless demands on Nicolet, as an ordained priest. to speak God's forgiveness to Rooney Vail because that is the
healing she needs , Buechner makes a literate
presentation of spiritual insight and power
which is able to unlock the life bound in guilt
and to cut free a life enslaved by the past.
From this woman as a kind of center there is
unfurled a web of healing and restoration
which includes not only Rooney Vail and
Theodore Nicolet, but also Clem Vail and
Nicolet's feckless but endearing father.
The scandal's infuriating and violent consequences are counterbalanced by real joy

and most tender love scenes. Human and religious insights are deep and stirring in their
description. Buechner has shown fine artistry.
He writes about love and hate without being
vulgar or cheap. His own chastity and economy with words let the reader taste and feel
the vulgarity of vulgar action and the passion
of love without inundating the reader in a
flood of clinical or tawdry details. Buechner's
restraint is the measure of his genius.
KENNETH F. KORBY

Worth Noting
The Nature of Revelation
By Nathan Soederblom. Edited with introduction by Edgar M. Carlson. Translated
by Frederic E . Pamp. (Fortress Press, $2.25)
Elsewhere in this issue Pastor C .J. Curtis
presents an article on Nathan Soederblom's
work in and significance for the history of
religion. It may be of interest to our readers
to learn that one of the important works of the
Swedish Archbishop has been reprinted in
Fortress Press' Seminar Series.
Carlson's introductory essay on Soederblom
(the first thirty-three pages) is helpful for
those who are making their first contact with
Soederblom himself. The essay is exemplary
in introducing without making the reading of
the book unnecessary. Carlson's summaries
of Soederblom 's thinking on revelation, on
mysticism, on Luther research , and the centrality of the Cross, plus a short bibliography,
make this volume even more valuable.
Included in this reprint are the original
essay, The Nature of Revelation (1903), and
two additional pieces, "The Portals of Revelation" and "Continued Revelation ," all taken
from the revised edition of 1930 .
Soederblom 's competence in the history of
religion and his bold grasp of new issues raised
by the scientific and historical study of religion make this work a profitable piece of
writing in relation to some current issues.
Some readers will appreciate especially Soederblom 's fine distinctions between the mysticism of infinity and the mysticism of personality. Other readers will find grist for their
thought in Soederblom's distinction between
culture religions and nature religions, on the
one hand, and the religion of revelation on the
other.
It would be a pity if our readers, lay and
professional, would let this little volume pass
by unnoticed and unread. As Carlson observes
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in his introduction: perspective and analysis
suffer when all reading and discussion centers
in current problems. "It is a wholesome exercise for the student to immerse himself in a
vital and germinal work out of another era.
He thus becomes involved in another debate
in which he can be more objective" (p. 3).
The myopia of one generation never coincides
exactly with that of another.
KENNETH F . KORBY

Good lord, Where Are You?
Prayers for the Twentieth Century Based
on the Psalms. By Leslie F. Brandt (Concordia, $1.75)
For eighteen and a half centuries of the
Christian era, and for some ten centuries before that, the Christian Church and the ancient People of God, together with Jesus Christ,
the Head of the one and the fulfiller of the
other, have prayed the Psalms. In no other
action and in no other literature does the mystery of coinherence so happen as when the
Word of God and the word of man become
one in prayer. It has been left to our times

and generations to become so lofty in their
independence, elevated so far beyond the
Psalms, as to give them the worst contempt of
all , that of letting them alone. Whatever it is
that breeds such arrogance, such an attitude
cannot contribute to vigor and devotion in the
Church's prayer life.
But if we can be freed of our vain imaginations and if we can leave off our self will, we
may learn again to pray the Psalms. In addition , we may learn a great deal about the
manifoldness of our own lives in relation to
the manifoldness of God.
Brandt may help. He has not given a commentary on the Psalms. He has given us a
book of prayers. These prayers are neither a
scholarly exposition of the text, nor are they
simply bound to the text. The author calls
them a "rewrite," although, in my opinion,
that does not quite describe what he has done.
Selecting certain Psalms, the author does
paraphrase the text, but it is as if the author
had first listened in on the language of the
Family of God , as if he heard the Father speaking through His Son in the power of the Spirit.
It is as if he heard the children of the family
of a previous time respond to their Father
and , having learned by listening in on the

family conversation, now joins that conversation . To us he can be like an older brother
in the family, teaching us to mouth our own
words indeed, but to mouth our words within
the conversation of God Himself.
Not all the Psalms are included . The author was wise, I think, in omitting Psalm 23 ;
for if we know how to pray any Psalms, we
know Psalm 23. Very likely we also know how
to use that Psalm for our prayer. Brandt is
doing precisely that: he is teaching us with
his prayers, not to find a substitute for the
Psalms, but to pray the Psalms.
The wording of the prayers is , in some instances, very apt. For example, in Psalm 39 ,
in which Brandt prays the material about
God's judgment of man 's failures , he says,
"You suck up like a tornado everything that
is precious to him (that is, man ). " And the
wording often reminds us that we live in the
post-Freud world: "frustration" and "acceptance," whether or not they are words adequate to what they are intended to carry, are
part of our vocabulary.
This work should receive wide distribution
and use.
KENNETH F . KORBY

Thus Christ begins His Kingdom through the untaught laymen and simple fishermen , who had not
studied the Holy Scriptures. It sounds very foolish , that the Christian Church should have begun with
those poor beggars and the scandalous preaching of the crucified Jesus of Nazareth, who was mocked, defiled , slandered, and most shamefully treated , scourged, and finally as a blasphemer and rioter nailed to
the cross and shamefully done to death , as His title on the cross proves - "Jesus of Nazareth, the King of
the Jews." Of the same it is openly preached on Whitsunday that He suffered wrong and violence, and
that those who nailed Him to the cross and killed him are devils, and God's enemies, who have sinned
gravely and have provoked the fierce wrath of God. And through this preaching Christ's Kingdom and
the Christian Church began. This is a daring deed of the Apostles and disciples, and a great comfort to
them that they were give'l power to preach such tidings openly on Whitsunday . Who is so daring that he
would preach as they preached?
And in what does that same might and strength consist? In nothing but the Word and the Spirit. See,
what power Peter has! And , indeed, not Peter only, but all the others as well! How sure they are of their
message, how mightily do they use the Holy Scriptures, as if they had studied them for a hundred thousand years and learned them perfectly! I could not master the Scriptures as well, although I am a doctor
of Divinity and these fishermen had not read the Bible.
Thus Christendom began with the word of the poor fishermen, and with the despised and disdained work
of God , which is called Jesus of Nazareth , nailed to the cross.
-Martin Luther, Sermon for Whitsunday, 1534 (W.A. 37. 400),
translated by Margarete Steiner and l?ercy Scott in Day by Day We
Magnify Thee (Muhlenberg Press, 1950)
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Editor-At -Large
In Tra nsit

On August 2 5, 196 7, at seven o'clock in the evening,
the Hoffmanns left Valparaiso, Indiana for Milwaukee,
Wisconsin , where the head of the family (the writer of
this column, would you believe?) was about to take on
his exciting and challenging new job as executive director of the Greater Milwaukee Conference on Religion
and Race . The target date was September 1.
We went to M ilwaukee by way of Nebraska, where
the Hoffmanns paid their annual visit to friends and
relatives. The side trip made a difference of about fourteen hundred miles and twenty-four hours in travel time.
By the time this issue of The Cresset hits the reader we
will have lived in Milwaukee for more than one month.
The moving involved was tough no matter how you
look at it.
Moving twenty years of accumulation in Valparaiso
is enough to discourage much mobility on our part. In
that time the Hoff manns gathered together a lot of worldly possessions. Some of them were placed in boxes marked "Junk." But they went to Milwaukee. Some of our
worldly possessions were "inferior junk" and did not
make Milwaukee. They went to the Valparaiso dump .
A lot of our passable belongings went to Milwaukee in
boxes labelled "Mason 1ars ." " Hospital Supplies ." and
"Green Giant Peas. "
The two boys and I loaded "all the stuff to go" (the
words of the two females in our family) into a rented van
and headed for Milwaukee on Tuesday . :\u.g-ust 22 .
We discovered that Milwaukee from the cab of a truck
is different than Milwaukee from the front seat of a 1965
Dodge station wagon . For the driver of a truck there are
different signs and speed limits. The cops suddenly became different persons for we had heard that city cops
were out to get truck drivers . Then there were the scales .
On this trip the scales were closed . We also managed
to get along with the special directions for truckers . The
police all seemed uninterested enough and pleasant.
In Milwaukee the two boys and I unloaded what we
had just loaded in Valparaiso and headed back for Valparaiso.
There must be some kind of commentary here on the
routine and futility of life.
Wednesday, Thursday , and Friday we packed "the
stuff to go to Milwaukee but later" and stored it in an
upstairs room in our '.! alparaiso home "until we are able
tocomebacktoget it." The Hoffmann males could easily
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write the commentary on this point. However, we know
explosive situations when we see them. The Hoffmann 'males are adventurous but not foolhardy.
We also cleaned the house so that our tenants would
know that we had been reasonably clean people. We
wanted them to be proud of us as their landlords.
We were going to leave early Friday morning but we
left early Friday evening. And then not to Milwaukee,
but to Nebraska first , and then to Milwaukee. That
without question is an involved sentence, but so was the
trip to Milwaukee.
Taking turns driving (my wife , our eldest son , and I ),
we drove all night from Friday evening into Saturday
morning, to York , Nebraska where we were greeted by tone set of grandparents with another set to come - by
an aunt and a cousin , by an aunt and uncle plus five
cousins . On Sunday we joined another cousin and her
husband and , of all things, they were about to have a
child. You put this clan on one acreage and you have
energy compounded. We did (at a picnic ) and there was
energy compounded.
But you know how it is - eat, drink. and be m erry~
for soon all this will pass away. We were merry . It mi ght
all be gone but not forgotten. However, as the grandparents like to say , how are you going to pass on the Helmers and the Hoffmann line without kids? We have
obliged with enthusiasm.
On Sunday , August 27, the preacher , the rascal ,
preached on Ephesians six. That first part was O.K .:
"Children , obey your parents." But wh y did he make
such a big deal out of the other part? " And , ye fathers ,
provoke not your children to wrath."
We have made similar trips to Nebraska for years with
the return always to Valparaiso and a professorship at
Valparaiso University.
Now , however. we returned to Milwaukee and a new
kind of vocation.
It was not easy to leave Valparaiso. even for a twoyear leave of absence.
The larger part of our souls was left in Valpo. But
even this passes away as the Hoffmanns keep repeating
to themselves, "We have nowhere on this earth an abiding
city ."
Home, then , is any place where we lie down at night.
This now is in Milwaukee at 3008 N. Prospect Ave .
(53211).
Th e Cressct

The Mass Media

The Fractured Flicks of the Fair
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------By DON A. AFFELDT

Swollen feet having returned to normal size, left-over
Canadian stamps having been sent to a friend in Toronto, and slides having been gloated - and moaned over, I am led to reminisce about a recent trek to
EXPO 6 7. The frustration of massive crowds (even the
queues had lines ) and the un easy feeling that no matter
what you're seeing now , an even more captivating delight
is going begging on another island - these states of
mind have largely passed . What remains , in my mind at
least, is the memory of engagingly whimsical architecture
and fascinatingly inventive films .
EXPO had whole buildings designed to fit the requirements of the films they offered . Labyrinth is a singular
example of a pavilion whose design awaited decisions by
the directors of its films . But since it would be immensely impractical to construct new theaters in which to release every - or any - new Hollywood feature , the possibility of exporting to the provinces this particular
union of celluloid and exhibit hall is distinctly limited .
Other pavilions made partial concessions to the Labyrinth idea. The Telephone Pavilion served up a Disneydone, neck-breaking piece of excess called " Circle-Vision 360~" consisting in nine 40'0• sight-slices which
ringed the viewer . Since my eyes , even with the aid of
oppressively strong lenses , only compass 180° at any
one time , half the film was wasted on me . In fact , the
only thing that kept me from spinning myself dizzy and
eventually drilling a hole in the carpet on which I stood
was the convenient fact that a billion people were wedged
into the viewing area with me and their presence significantly hampered my movement (to say nothing of my
breathing).
But I was surprised that of all the films I saw at EXPO
it was in this Disney picture that the hand of the director, or the mark of the method , was most evident. I
would have thought that here , where you could see all
around the camera, the visual limitations of film would
be reduced to near-zero . Instead , the viewer here became the director , and self-consciously so - trying to
decide what to see, since one line of vision will not capture all , and noticing how the Mounties and cows and
buildings had to pass by around one side of you or the
other. How much more effective was not the old, simple
Cinerama shot of the roller-coaster!
It was at the really fractured films of the Ontario,
Czechoslovakia, and Canadian Pacific-Cominco pavilions- to name but a few- that a viewer might have
anticipated being really distracted by arty techniques,
but in fact the films shown in these places were totally
absorbing. The cinematography here present was popOctober 196 7

ularized, though not pioneered, by Francis Thompson
and Alexander Hammid in their award-winning, threescreen "To Be Alive!" at the Johnson Wax Pavilion at
the New York World's Fair in 1964. Thompson and
Hammid were back in Montreal with twice as many
screens this time and a celebration of youth called " We
Are Young! "
The really important thing about Ontario's film was
not its message , for few films at the fair could afford the
luxury of time required to make profound impressions;
furthermore , the films had work to do, and even the
U.S.'s movie of children at play , though very "soft-sell,"
was nevertheless "sell." Ontario's cinema was instead
especially significant because it is technically compatible
with any theater that could handle "The Sound of Music." What is more , it suggests that there is no limit to
the number and variety of images that the single celluloid frame can accommodate or, for that matter, that
the mind can accept without shattering. Czechoslovakia's
Diapolyecran helped to demonstrate that' with its 224
slide projectors inside 112 blocks that move back and
forth in cunning concert to assemble instant mosaics of
flowers and gears , women and industrial circuitry. Perhaps an extreme of this genre was approached by Kaleidoscope, a violent visual punhouse in which reflections of
color burst and bleed like paint blended in a mixer ,
flowers open in the sun , firecrackers explode, and seagulls turn red against a green sky- all to the accompaniment of mind-bending, discotheque-loud cacophony.
Still, there is promise here for extending the frontiers of
"ordinary" cinema such that a viewer , assaulted by many
and various simultaneous images, be forced to become
his own editor, subconsciously selecting and retaining
sense impressions as best he can - and emerging with a
visual sense of reality that remains elusive but enticing.
It is in this context that Disney- at the fair or away
from it - is shown to speak an ontological lie. One hot
image, even when it wraps itself around your cranium, is
not the truth , though it may have been Disney's truth.
The truth is all things around us , and we recognize our
feeble grasp of it by the fact that we pay attention to
things sequentially at best. The fractured flicks of the
fair and - if movie-makers take their cue - our local
cinema can help nudge us into an expanded consciousness of what things there are, and what it means to be.
If it is EXPO's legacy that some of its three thousand
films broke ground not before surveyed by the patrons
of the Bijou, the Fair will have made a significant <;ontribution to our culture. At the very least one wants to
believe that 100 million feet will not have swelled in vain.
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Pilgrim
"All the trumbels sounded {or him on the other side"
-PILGRIM's PROGRESS

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------ByO. P. KRETZMANN

Reformation Day, 1967

..

A few thoughts for Reformation Day , 1967 , the 450th
anniversary of those hammer strokes on the Castle
Church in Wittenberg which shattered the dry-rot-infested structure of medieval Catholicism .
It was the night of February 17 , 1546 . A man lay
dying in a little room in Eisleben , Germany, the same
town in which he had been born 63 years earlier . The
world was different that night more than four hundred
years ago - different from what it had been in 1483 .
And the difference was the measure of the work of the
man who lay quietly waiting for the end. He knew, and
had known for several months , that not even the rugged
physical endowment of a Saxon miner's son could make
up for the years of monastic discipline, of incessant labor, of agonizing thought , of spiritual turmoil , of toil
and tears.
The body of Martin Luther was about to die ; but his
soul , the great indomitable soul of him , stood poised and
ready on the threshold of another dawn . It was not only
the dawn of a world in which his faith would at last become sight, but also the dawn of a world here in time and
space in which his spirit and his work would become
one of the cloud of witnesses through whom the unwearied Spirit of the living God shapes the destinies of men
and of nations .
It is therefore no mere accident of history that lying on
a table beside the old man 's deathbed were some notes
for an essay or lecture in which he had once more given
his answers to one of the greatest questions of all time
and history- perh aps now today the greatest question
before the mind of man in this year of grace 1967 .
Luther was writing some notes on the measure and
limitations of man , his wisdom and his power. "It takes
five years ," he had written , "to become a good farmer;
twenty-five years to grow into statesmanship; but one
hundred years to begin to understand properly the words
and full meaning of the depths of the riches of God as
set down in His holy Word ."
These notes were in Latin up to this point. Then, curiously , the dying man lapsed into his native German for
his final words . And in a trembling hand he wrote : " We
are beggars before God . That is true ."
Here is once again the swift, bitter taste of truth , a
truth forgotten by most of us who have borne the name of
Lutheran over these four and a half dark and tortured
centuries. Here is something high and great for our
blinded eyes and our equally blinded hearts . Here is a
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truth which is even more relevant for the contemporary
world than for any past age- the truth that man's relationship to God , relevant faith for our time and condition, lies in our being beggars who are day by day brought
back to God by His grace, forgiveness, and mercy. Only
the humble, repentant, and penitent "beggar before God"
can really know Him in all His forgiveness and in the
power and glory of His Son, Jesus Christ our Lord.
This theme , I would suggest, runs straight through the
main-line Lutheran tradition. To be a Luther-an Lutheran is to be a beggar before God. There is no place in the
Lutheran tradition for pride - whether it be pride in
self, pride in our tradition , pride in our numbers, pride
in our accomplishments , pride in our orthodoxy. There
is, of course, room and more than room for gratitude the gratitudeofthe beggar who, asking little, has received
so much more than he had asked for , so much more than
he could in his most wildly optimistic imaginings have
hoped for.
It may well be that the key to healing the breaches
within the Lutheran community and between Lutherans
and other Christians will be found in a recovery of the
beggar image, in starting not from what we have to give
but from what we need to receive - from God through
each other. It is ironical that , at this particular moment
in the Church's history , this need to receive seems to be
most deeply felt not in Protestantism but in certain Roman Catholic circles. The most eloquent and evangelical
voices in Vatican II were those of men who had been led
to recognize that they were beggars before God and ,
therefore, beggars before their brethren, separated and
unseparated , in the Church .
Lutherans in this country have adopted as the theme
of their celebration of the 450th anniversary of the beginning of the Reformation the motto, "Life- New Life."
This is a good theme - if we can lift it above the level
of a catchy slogan to that of a proclamation of repentance
and hope, if (to return to Luther) we can invest it with a
profound understanding that all authentic life, and
especially the new life to which we are called by the Gospel , is life as a beggar before God. The temptation which
we must resist at the peril of our souls is to debase so
great a theme to the level of a chauvinistic slogan into
which we import prideful notions that to be a Lutheran
and to live the new life in its fulness are the same thing.
There is "Life - New Life" not only within our communion but also beyond it - wherever men are content
to stand before God with nothing to offer and with hands
wide open to receive.
The Crcsset

